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INTRODUCTION
The acknowledgment of the importance of education methods fostering coordinated,
interdisciplinary curricular development, in conjunction with the sparse outreach of works focusing
on concrete examples of learning and teaching activities/strategies addressing the premises of
the educational reform highlighted by Decree-Law nº 55/2018, was the basis for the conception
and production of the present volume, a book of STEM activities (Volume II). It materializes ideas
presented in Volume I, of which we recommend the reading of the chapter “From global to local – a
future-oriented STEM education” – for a better understanding of the premises of STEM methods.
We also believe it will be beneficial for the reader to undertake a global reading of Volume I, in
order to grasp some of the options which presided over the development of activities presented
in this book. Volume II comprises Preschool, 2nd, 5th and 7th-Grade activities developed by
Academi@ STEM Mangualde for the specific setting of Mangualde schools.
In developing every interdisciplinary activity (conception, arrangement, implementation and
assessment), a plan was drawn up which included the following:
a) Brief introduction to the activity, describing the corresponding Curricular Framing, based
on the skills foreseen by the Student Profile After Mandatory Schooling (PA), coordinated
with Core Learning (AE) for every syllabus constituents;
b) Teacher’s Guide, providing methodological suggestions, questions, teaching materials,
equipment to be used, web support apps and technologies, student assessment, extension
activities, bibliography, among others;
c) Student’s Guide, listing equipment and support instruments to be put to use in each activity.
Featured activities may be adapted according to the availability or absence of equipment at the
schools/schools grouping; as well as to the local context of allocated human resources. In this
sense, the following activities – shown in the shape of guide(s) – are liable to being re-used, readapted, re-designed.
One key-aspect that should be noted has to do with the timely debate/planning of every activity to
be implemented and the process of re-adaptation and re-designing, thus guaranteeing that each
subject/disciplinary field involved is aligned with syllabus AE contents at stake in each activity.
For instance, if a group of Natural Sciences, Physics & Chemistry and Maths teachers decide to
replicate the 7th Grade activity “Nightly observation of celestial bodies”, they should take under
consideration the AE’s defined for the activity (this is only an illustrative example – we suggest
consultation of every AE defined for the activities on the plannings):

PHYSICS & CHEMISTRY - SOLAR SYSTEM
To interpret information about Solar System planets (in tables, charts, texts, etc.), identifying
similarities and differences (make-up, location, translation and rotation periods), and what makes
the Earth a planet with life.
NATURAL SCIENCES - EARTH, A PLANET WITH LIFE
To identify Earth’s position in the Solar System
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MATHS - NUMBERS AND OPERATIONS
To compare integers and rational numbers in different contexts without resorting to the real line.
According to the attainable goal for the activity – to systematize and/or introduce Natural Sciences
and/or Physics & Chemistry contents –, the moment the teacher sets the teaching time is essential,
and thus a timely planning becomes paramount.
This workbook may also be used by educational agents in informal education and/or guardians
who wish to boost non-formal education recurring to syllabus contents, as well as researchers
and teachers-to-be.
To access activity guides, support materials and other resources, plase scan the following QR Code.

Technology used
in STEM activities

Brief description

Bee-Bots, Blue-Bots, InO-Bot

Programmable robots

Google Keep

Note-taking application

Google Forms

Creation of forms

Google Earth

3D viewer of the globe

Campus Altice

Content and communication
management platform

Mindomo

Creation of mind-maps

Scratch
ActionBound

Interactive quiz

Excel

Spreadsheet

Padlet

Task organizer

Flipchart

Interactive content
presentation/exploring tool

Geogebra
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Programming language

Maths (Geometry and Algebra) application

Class Dojo

Teachers, students
and guardians platform

Makey Makey

Simplified kit to “turn” daily-life
objects into touchpads

Edmodo

Communication, cooperation and training
platform for schools and teachers

Plickers

Innovative technology
to administer student’s tests

Table 1 - Overview chart
of technologies used in STEM activities

FEATURES AND STRUCTURE OF THE WORKBOOK
This workbook is published in digital and print form. The main difference lays in the multimedia
interaction prompted by the two versions.

Key differentiators

Button (QR code + link)

On the digital version, all you have to do is click over a QR Code button and you will be immediately
directed to the corresponding page of Academi@ STEM’s website. On the print version you
can scan the QR Code button with help of a QR Code reader and you will be directed to the
corresponding Academi@ STEM webpage.
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On the digital version, you may find a number of links directing to specific subjects, such as training
resources in a certain digital tool, or query suggestions to dig deeper into the topic. To this end, all
you have to do is click over the word or sentence underlined in blue.
Assessment propositions or suggestions

By the end of each activity, under the entry “Evidence of skills and apprenticeship deployment”,
instruments liable to help teachers with the formative and/or test-based assessment of
students are listed.
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Preschool

PRESCHOOL

THE USES OF TECHNOLOGY
IN STEM LEARNING
ABOUT THE ACTIVITY
On this activity, students perform a
number of tasks across 4 pitstops,
rotationally, working on contents
related to the area of personal and
social formation, expression and
communication. Tasks are chiefly meant
to consolidate learning and develop
skills in these areas.

Duration: 1 HOUR
30 MINUTES

CURRICULAR FRAMING

Personal and
Social Education
Gradually acquiring the
ability to make choices,
take decisions and
assume responsibilities,
bearing in mind self and
others’ well-being.
Be able to test different
strategies to solve the
arising difficulties and
issues.
Be able to engage in
decisions about his/her
own learning process.
Actively cooperate with
others in the learning
process.

Expression and
Communication
To solve daily-life problems
involving small amounts,
resorting to addition and
subtraction.
Recognize and deploy
visual communication
elements, both in the
production and evaluation
of his/her own works and in
the observed images.
Make up a situation or play
a character, either by selfinitiative or from different
third-party suggestions,
thus diversifying ways of
completion.

Knowledge
of the World

To understand and
identify similarities
and differences
between various
materials (metal,
plastic, paper, wood,
etc.), associating
their properties to
the objects made
from them.

Table 2 - Curricular Framing –
the uses of technology in STEM learning
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PRIOR ACTIONS
The activity thus presented may be conducted at the end of a school quarter. This means the
educator must have previously addressed apprenticeships mentioned earlier.

EQUIPMENT

Computers
Beans
Cork Stopper
Makey Makey
Plastic Cup
Coin
Floor Projector
Marker
Container and Water
Modelling Clay
Soil (black earth)
Pencil Eraser
Bee-bot and Blue-bot
Water
Table Tennis Ball
Scratch File on Sprouting
Images to be used with Makey Makey
Log Table – station 2

TEACHER’S GUIDE

Introduction to the activity
The four stations and the work to be carried out in each of them are described to the students.
Class is then divided in groups, which are distributed by the four stations.
Groups are to be closely monitored, and thus the presence of 3 to 4 educators is strongly advised.

Development of the activity

For each of the four stations described hereunder, a set of strategies aiming at actively involving the
children, as well as a couple of questions, are suggested.
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PRESCHOOL
Station 1 – Sprouting
Prior to the work on this station, the educator in charge assembles the required equipment:
Open the Scratch file on the computer
Connect Makey Makey to the computer
Correctly link Makey Makey’s cables to the Scratch programming
Link Makey Makey’s cables to the correspondent printed images
In order to approach the topic of sprouting, the educator poses questions such as:
What does it take for a plant to grow?
Which are the stages of a plant’s growth?
To reply, students place their fingers/hands on the image corresponding to the answer they believe
to be correct and check the sound and visual feedback on the program developed on Scratch.
The educator intersperses questions by the different group elements so they can all take part.

Picture 1 - Makey Makey in the context of the activity

After answering through Makey Makey, children must then sow a bean. With the educator’s
assistance, they take the following steps:
Identify each plastic cup with the students’ names;
Place a portion of soil (black earth) into each cup;
Plant a bean;
Cover it up with a portion of soil (black earth);
Water the cup;
Place the cups near a window.
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Station 2 – Experimental activity on floating
On this activity, the educator prepares a container with water in it so that children can test the
behaviour of several materials when placed inside it.

Picture 2 - Conduction of the experimental activity

Prior to the experiment, children are to guess when faced with the following questions:
What will happen if we put into the water container…:
A bit of modelling clay?
A cork stopper?
A coin?
A pencil eraser?
A table tennis ball?
Other objects made of different materials?
After the guessing, one of the children carries out the experience, placing one of the showcased
materials in the water container.
After the performance, he/she observes that the tested material either sinks or floats when placed
on the water. Observations should then be registered on the table with an X-mark on the row
corresponding to the tested object. The table is to be affixed near the place the experiment is held.
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PRESCHOOL
Objects

Sinks

Floats

Bit of modelling clay
Cork stopper
Coin
Pencil eraser
Table tennis ball
Other objects made of different materials
The process shall be repeated until every object is tested and every child has performed the
experiment at least once.

Station 3 – Problems involving mathematical reasoning
At this station, the educator presents several daily-life problems involving small amounts and
resorting to adding and subtracting. After validating the answers, children then program a robot
(Bee-Bot or Blue-Bot) so as to make it head to the correct answer (picture).
Should it be the first time children are using Bee-Bot/Blue-Bot, it becomes necessary to show
how they are to be programmed.
Some questions using addition are then posed, such as:
If you have two oranges and your sister gives you another two, how many will you then have?
Three ladybugs were flying through the garden and two others showed up. How many
ladybugs were then in the garden?
Some questions using subtraction are then posed, such as:
Five bees were flying into the honeycomb. Two of those stopped to gather pollen. How
many were then flying?
Three cars travelled down the road. One of those parked in a garage. How many cars
were then left on the road?
Given the children’s answers involving the robot, in the case it doesn’t target the box matching
the right answer, the educator poses questions comprising work on the programming process,
such as:
What might be wrong in your programming?
How many boxes are left until reaching the correct answer?
What was lacking after the robot turned left/right?
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On the plank, numbers with the answers are placed.

Station 4 – Floor screening
To discover “Peter and the Wolf” by watching a youtube clip screened on the classroom floor.

Picture 3 - Students watching floor screening
of “Peter and the Wolf”

The educator asks questions leading to language developments, chatting about the plot,
encouraging every child to expose ideas and supporting them in the process, bearing in mind
their peculiarities, in increasingly more elaborate ways.
After depicting the tale, the educator asks children to re-create the story by means of a drawing.
Each child then draws a character, a location or a scene from the story.

Completion of the activity
General assessment of the activities carried out. Questionning of children on which activity they
liked best and why.
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PRESCHOOL
EVIDENCE OF SKILLS AND APPRENTICESHIP DEPLOYMENT
The following chart is intended as a support instrument to skills and apprenticeship deployment
evidence gathering.

Apprenticeship
Gradually acquiring the ability to make
choices, take decisions and assume
responsibilities, bearing in mind self
and others’ well-being.

Solving daily-life problems involving
small amounts, recurring to addition
and subtraction.

Student action
Solves tasks he/she set himself/herself to
do, performing them in increasingly more
autonomous ways.

Starts relating addition to the combining
of two sets of objects; and subtraction to
the withdrawal of a certain amount from a
group of objects;
Uses number’s naming and later written
numerals to represent quantity.

Recognizing and putting in action visual
communication elements, both in the
production and appreciation of their own
work and in relation to observed pictures.

Voices opinions on his/her own work,
others’ work and the different instances
of visual arts he/she contacts with,
describing some reasons for those
appreciations.

Creating and impersonating characters
and situations at his/her own initiative
or by means of third-party suggestions,
thus diversifying ways to fulfill the tasks.

Re-creates and makes up stories and
dialogues anticipating its performance,
selecting places, props and recurring to
diversified resources (light, scenario, music).

Understanding and identifying
similarities and differences between
different materials (metal, plastic,
paper, wood, etc.), linking its properties
with the objects made from them.

Anticipates and expresses ideas on what
is going to happen in a given observable
situation; looks for explanations of results
(mixing water with sand, sugar or olive oil;
floating and non-floating objects; shadow
and light effects, magnet attraction;
melting ice, color blending, etc.);
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Being able to try different strategies in
solving difficulties and problems;
Being able to engage in decisionmaking on his/her own learning process;
Collaborate with others in the
learning process.

Expresses own opinions, preferences
and critical judgement, detailing some
justifying criteria or reasons;
Contributes to the working and
group apprenticeship by submitting
proposals, cooperating in the search
for solutions, sharing ideas, viewpoints
and knowledge and recognizing other
people’s contributions;
Collaborates in small and large group
activities, cooperating in the development
of the process and the completion of the
final product;
Becomes increasingly able to share what
he/she has found out and learned with
classmates and educators.

Table 3 - Evidence of skills and apprenticeship deployment

Bibliography
Makey Makey. (2019). How to guides. Makey Makey. Consultado em em https://makeymakey.
com/pages/how-to em 6 de janeiro de 2019.
Nicoli, M. (s.d.) How bee-bot is used in our classroom. Consultado em https://
classroommeetstechnology.wordpress.com/use-in-class/
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2nd GRADE

2nd grade

LITTLE INSPECTORS
AT THE SCHOOL CANTEEN
ABOUT THE ACTIVITY
On this activity, students become
aware of some essential safety and
sanitation requisites in meal preparation,
particularly in the school refectory, by
means of a checklist designed on a digital
form. The purpose is that of delving
into questions about healthy, balanced
diet, via preparation of a “Healthy Diet
Dish” using ingredients from the meal
served at the school refectory, weighing
the appropriate amounts according to
Elementary School students’ energy
needs, completing the register and
estimates on a spreadsheet. Issues
related to responsible water consumption
with a view on the planet’s sustainability
– through photo documentation of waterusing tasks in meal preparation at the
school kitchen – are likewise discussed.
At the end of the activity, work groups
show and share registered data and
debate their findings.

Duration: 4 x 100minute time slots

CURRICULAR FRAMING

Student Profile

Core Learning

Well-being, Health and the Environment

Environmental Studies – Nature

Students become responsible and aware
that their actions and decisions affect their
health, well-being and the environment
also. They assume growing responsibility
for taking care of themselves, others and
the environment and to actively form part
of society.

To identify risk situations/risk behaviour
to health, individual and collective
safety, countering suitable preventive
and protection measures.
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Information and Comunication
Students resort to available information from
print and digital sources […];
They assess and validate collected
information, cross-referencing different
sources in order to test their reliability. They
sort gathered information according to a
plan, in view of the preparation and showing
of a new product or a new experiment.
They develop these procedures ctitically and
autonomously;

MATHS - Data Organization
and Processing
To compile, sort out and represent
discreet qualitative and quantitative
data, using different means to show and
interpret the former.

Students present and account for concepts
in group, displaying ideas and projects
before real audiences […]; They showcase
work resulting from research, according to
the previously set goals, before different
audiences, respecting the proper rules
for each setting. Presentations may be
delivered via speech, texts, audiovisual and/or
multimedia products.
Table 4 - Curricular Framing –
Little inspectors at the school canteen

PRIOR ACTIONS
Installing Google Keep on the tablets for photographic recording of waterconsuming tasks in the school kitchen;
Spreadsheet to estimate school refectory meals’ energy values, available
in each computer;
Digital form with checklist of safety and sanitation circumstances (opened on 2 tablets; in the
event the refectory doesn’t provide internet access, form should be submitted in the classroom);
Request for cooperation to the school refectory’s team, in order to book classes’ access to
meal preparation areas; as well as the sorting of lunch meal ingredients in different plates or
containers (for instance rice, steak, corn, which will form a dish for each child).

EQUIPMENT
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1 Digital scale
4 Tablets with Google Keep installed
2 Computers

2nd grade
TEACHER’S GUIDE

Introduction to the activity
Posing questions to students about meals taken, for instance, the day before:
What did you have for breakfast yesterday? And for lunch? And…?
Is the quantity of food we eat the same in every meal? Why?
Typically, who among yourself and your father/mother/siblings eats the most in
each meal? Why?

Development of the activity

The concept of age-appropriate energy value is addressed. There is a debate with students about
reference values related to energy and nutrition needs for Preschool students (Lima, 2018: 9-10):

Macro-nutrients
Age Group

Meal
Energy
Value –
Lunch

Energy Value kcal (quantity g)
Carbohydrates

Lipids

Protein

55 %

75 %

15 %

30 %

10 %

15 %

Age 3-6
(Preschool)

420 kcal

231 kcal
( 58 g )

315 kcal
( 79 g )

63 kcal
(7g)

126 kcal
( 14 g )

42 kcal
( 11 g )

63 kcal
( 16 g )

Age 6-10
(Elementary
School)

492 kcal

271 kcal
( 68 g )

369 kcal
( 92 g )

74 kcal
(8g)

148 kcal
( 16 g )

49 kcal
( 12 g )

74 kcal
( 18 g )

Table 5 - Reference values for average energy
and nutritional needs of Elementary School students

Discussion should not focus on measure units (kilocalorie and gram), but rather on the concept of
meal reference values for Elementary School children. Typically, those reference values are lower
when applied to Preschool children, for instance.
The issue is then related to “Healthy Diet Dish” and students engage in a discussion of the meal’s
different ingredients.
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Picture 4 - Dish: Healthy Diet
(Harvard University, 2011)

Students are sorted into 6 groups, each of which is to perform previously established tasks:
Groups A1 and A2 – to determine the capitation for the day’s menu (Student’s Guide – item 1);
Groups B1 and B2 – to check safety and hygiene circumstances (Student’s Guide – item 2);
Groups C1 and C2 – to identify water-consuming tasks in the refectory’s kitchen.
Each pair of groups is to be accompanied by an adult during the canteen’s tour.

Groups A1 and A2
Groups responsible for determining the day’s menu capitation occupy the dining area, accessing
a hybrid computer with a spreadsheet. The spreadsheet is completed with the values for each
ingredient, scale-weighed (digital scale), so as to fill out the “measured amount” line (Note: the
spreadsheet automatically computes the energy value; the remaining fields are edit-locked).
Students are asked to take pictures of the unprepared dish (since at the time of the tour cooking
is yet incomplete) and afterwards, in classroom, they will compare it to the “Healthy Diet Dish”.

Note: The shown spreadsheet corresponds to
one meal alone. For each weekday there should
be a new spreadsheet with the day’s menu.

Picture 5 - Supplies and foodstuff
used in the activity
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2nd grade

Picture 6 - Sample of a meal
energy-value spreadsheet

Groups B1 and B2
After putting on disposable caps, children of the groups responsible for checking safety and
hygiene circumstances go into the kitchen and wander around under the guidance of teachers
and other employees. With the help of a digital form checklist, they register their observations
about the room.
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Picture 7 - Safety and sanitation checklist

Groups C1 and C2
Groups responsible for the detection of water-consuming tasks go into the kitchen and carefully
move around with the help of teachers and other employees. The same routine is applied to the
whole refectory. They take pictures of water-consuming spots with the help of tablets and Google
Keep, registering a brief description of each photograph (for instance, “vegetables washing”).
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2nd grade

Picture 8 - Photo with caption, registered
by students with Google Keep

Picture 9 - Kitchen water consumption site
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Completion of the activity
Groups are asked to present data collected during the canteen tour to class, by means of
screening. Data are then discussed and compared to those described early in the activity.
When groups C1 and C2 present their work, contents are discussed from the viewpoint
of planet sustainability. The whole class is asked to specify water-consuming reduction
measures, which in turn are structured into a concrete plan.
Finally, a document recording the findings by all groups is put together:
Photo of the Healthy Diet Dish, print screen of the measured quantities spreadsheet and
a brief comment on the appropriate capitation for the meal;
Completed safety and sanitation form; and improvement suggestions;
Spotting of water-consuming sites and activities; water-consumption mitigation
measures.

A fully structured document may be designed by the teacher for screening purposes, and then
complemented by large group discussion. The document can afterwards be handed to the refectory’s
employees and the Schools Grouping Board.

EVIDENCE OF SKILLS AND APPRENTICESHIP DEPLOYMENT
Hereby presented are indicators which may help teachers to spot Student Profile and Core
Learning skills deployment set for this activity.
Evidence may be checked with the help of a “Verified/Unverified” scale; or by items presenting
performance levels, depending on the level of detail sought.

Student
Profile Skills

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

Well-being, health and the environment
Students act responsibly and
become aware that their actions and
decisions imply on their health, wellbeing and the environment.
They assume growing responsibility
for taking care of themselves, other
people and the environment, and to
actively engage in society.
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Final group presentation.

Document featuring intervention
proposals to be submitted to the person
in charge of the school canteen and to
the school principal.

2nd grade
Information and communication
Students resort to available
information in digital and print sources.
They assess and verify collected
information by cross-referencing
different sources to test its reliability.

They sort out collected information
according to a plan, in view of the
drafting and showing of a new
product or experience;
They develop these procedures in a
critical, autonomous way.

Students describe and explain concepts in
group, presenting ideas and projects before
actual audiences […], through spoken, text,
audiovisual and/or multimedia products,
considering the proper rules for each
environment.

Core
Learning

Consultation of “Healthy Diet Dish” and
“reference tables” by groups A1 and
A2.

Final group presentation.

Google Keep registers, Google form
and spreadsheet;
Document with intervention proposals
to be submitted to the person in charge
of the school refectory and to the school
principal.

Final group presentation.

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

Well-being, health and the environment
To identify risk situations/risk behaviour
to individual and collective safety,
offering preventive and protection
measures;
To gather, sort out and represent
qualitative and quantitative discreet
data using different means of
representation, and to interpret the
collected information.

Google Keep registers, form and
spreadsheet;

Document featuring intervention
proposals to be submitted to the person
in charge of the school refectory and to
the school principal.

Table 6 - Evidence of skills and apprenticeship deployment
– Little inspectors at the school canteen
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STUDENT’S GUIDE

Introduction
On this activity we are going to tour the school refectory in small groups, intent on:
Becoming aware of some basic safety and sanitation key conditions for meal preparation
in the school canteen;
Produce a “Healthy Diet Dish” using the ingredients of the meal served in the canteen, weighing
the appropriate quantities according to the energy needs of Elementary School children;
Photographically document water-consuming tasks in meal preparation in the canteen.

At the end of the activity, work groups responsible for each topic present and share registered
data and debate their findings with other classmates.

Groups A1 and A2 – To determine the day’s menu capitation
Groups A1 and A2 are responsible for determining the day’s menu capitation in the canteen,
producing a “Healthy Diet Dish” featuring the appropriate portion for each ingredient, according
to the energy needs of Elementary School students.
Average energy needs of an Elementary School student (aged 6-10) at lunch are 492 kcal to 574
kcal (1640 kcal per day).
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Macronutrients
Age Group

Energy
value for
lunch

Energy Value kcal (g quantity)
Carbohydrates

Lipids

Protein

55 %

75 %

15 %

30 %

10 %

15 %

420 kcal

231 kcal
( 58 g )

315 kcal
( 79 g )

63 kcal
(7g)

126 kcal
( 14 g )

42 kcal
( 11 g )

63 kcal
( 16 g )

6-10
years-old
492 kcal
(Elementary
School)

271 kcal
( 68 g )

369 kcal
( 92 g )

74 kcal
(8g)

148 kcal
( 16 g )

49 kcal
( 12 g )

74 kcal
( 18 g )

3-6
years-old
(Preschool)

Table 7 - Average energy and nutritional
needs of Elementary School students

Your group will be in the dining table area, with access to a hybrid computer with a spreadsheet, a
scale, the ingredients of the meal served for the day and an empty plate.

Picture 10- Necessary supplies to the activity

Fill in the line “weighed ingredient quantity” (Line D) on the spreadsheet, registering measured
values for each ingredient with the help of the digital scale (not including the container’s tare
weight), so as to fulfill the appropriate quantity for Elementary School students.
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Picture 11 - Sample of a produced spreadsheet

Finally, they produce a “Healthy Diet Dish” comprising the weighed ingredients. This work will
become important for school cooks: they will be from then on well-informed on the appropriate
amounts for a healthy Elementary School students’ nourishment.

Picture 12 - Dish: Healthy Diet

They must then take photos of the dish so they can afterwards compare it to the “Healthy Diet
Dish” reference in the classroom.
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Groups B1 and B2 – To check safety and sanitation circumstances
Groups B1 and B2 were responsible for checking safety and sanitation conditions at the meal
preparation zone in the school canteen.
In order to ascertain these circumstances, you must digitally fill in the checklist on your tablets,
registering observations, carefully roaming the place under guidance from teachers and employees.
This work will be paramount for employees responsible for meal preparation, providing them
information and improvement suggestions, should there be some. In the end, ask the teacher to
show the results for each group, on a chart, to compare your findings.

Picture 13 - Safety and sanitation checklist

Groups C1 and C2 – To flag water-consuming tasks at the canteen’s kitchen
Groups C1 and C2 are responsible for identifying water-consuming tasks at the canteen’s kitchen.
You should register photos and short descriptions (for instance, “vegetable washing”) on your
tablet’s Google Keep, of every water-consuming sites and activities, carefully walking around
under guidance from teachers and other employees.
This work may be important to meal preparing staff, providing them information and waterconsumption reduction suggestions, should there be some.
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All Groups
Prepare a document with all the records and findings done by your group. These will form part of a
document to be sent to school canteen’s employees and the Schools Grouping board. It must include:
A photo of the “Healthy Diet Dish”, a print screen of the spreadsheet containing the
weighed quantities and a brief comment on the appropriate capitation for each meal;
Completed safety and sanitation form, answer-analysis chart and improvement suggestions;
Flagging of water-consuming sites and activities, measures to reduce water consumption.
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WHERE DO OUR CLOTHINGS COME FROM?
TOUR OF CBI
About the activity
Visit to CBI-Clothing Industry aims
at offering students the possibility
of closely observing the process of
clothing manufacture. During the
tour, students get in touch with
the influences other countries and
cultures exert on the garments the
company produces, with different
raw materials used in the making;
and the different stages they go
through until the final product is
completed. Simultaneously, they
are challenged to answer some
mathematical questions, related
chiefly to unit fractions in the cutting
of the materials so as to avoid waste.

Duration: One full morning
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Curricular Framing

Student Profile

Core Learning
MATHS – Numbers
and Operations

Critical and Creative Thought
Students watch, examine and discuss
ideas, processes or products focusing
on evidence. They use definite criteria
to assess those ideas, processes and
products, offering solid arguments to
justify their stance;
Students develop creative ideas and
projects, meaningful to their own
context, by resorting to imagination,
inventiveness, resourcefulness and
flexibility; they are willing to take
risks and imagine beyond existing
knowledge – thus promoting creativity
and innovation.

To recognize unit fractions as
representating a part of a whole divided
into equal bits, in different contexts, and
provide examples.
Data Organization
and Processing
To solve problems involving data
organization and processing in diverse
family contexts.
Environmental Studies – Society
To recognize the influences of other
countries and cultures on several aspects
of their daily lives (e.g. clothings);
To pose relevant questions about current
environmental issues at the places they
live in – related to water, energy, waste,
air and the soils –, putting forward some
intervention suggestions.

Table 8 - Where do our clothings come from? – Trip to CBI

prior actions
Production of a short film evolving around the main production steps of a coat and recounted
by employees, with help of the company
Guardians’ permission documents
Booking of transport means with the Municipality

Equipment
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1 computer, loudspeakers and projector
1 viewer
Tags with the names of raw materials
Drying rack and 4 clothespins with drawn fractions on (1/2, 1/4), tags with
numbers 0 and 1
1 Tablet featuring Plickers
Printed Plickers, 1 for each student

2nd grade
TEACHER’S GUIDE

Introduction to the activity
Students are welcomed by one of the company’s directors. Resorting to the previously crafted
short film, the director describes the setting of the business, around the production of a coat,
from the raw materials to production and the finishes, from waste management and safety to the
influence of other countries and cultures to the development of garments.

Picture 14 - Presentation of the activity
by the company’s representatives

Class is divided into 2 large groups (12 students each):
Group A – Practical work on raw materials and applying parts
Group B – Tour of the production process stages
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Development of the activity
Group A
The production manager shows several raw materials used by the company, outlining their origins
(oil, sheep’s wool, cotton plant; and the countries in which they are produced). Every students can
watch closely and touch the materials. The production manager also addresses other countries’
influences in fashion design, contrasting it with past routines and the technological evolution of
manufacturing processes. Questions are posed such as:
Do you thing it is important to collect clients’ opinions on our pieces? Why?
Are those opinions important in view of sales abroad/export? Justify your view.
Do you believe it is important to present the models we develop in international fairs? Why?
What kind of influence may those events have on our production?
With the help of the viewer, connected to the screening, a small group of sudents is asked to link
several raw materials to their names.
A student is then asked to hang the clothespins numbered 0 and 1 on a drying rack (rope) one
meter apart, usign a tape measure. Subsequently, another student is asked to hang a sock using
the ½ clothespin on the correct spot of the rope, pointing out that it represents the distance
between 0 and ½. The procedure is then repeated with the ¼ clothespin.
Afterwards, the production manager demonstrates the application of some pieces (for instance,
shoulder pads).

Picture 15 - Piece application demonstration
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Group B
Students move to the production line with the help of an employee, complying with the routing
rules and instructions. They then tour the several stages of the line, closely watching what is
going on in each of them and gathering information from employees.

Picture 16 - Tour of the model-making area

On the tour of the model-making area, students watch the uploading of piece-drawings in 2D
onto the computer, as a way of optimizing fabric-use and, thus, avoiding unnecessary waste. They
also watch the mould-printing zone and the ways by which they transition to the cut-involving
line of production.

Picture 17 - Uploading of 2D piece-sketches
to the computer

After the completion of the tour, groups alternate.
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Whole Class
After the return of Group B to the raw materials room and the class completely regrouped, the
tour is summarized and a sustainability issues debate gets underway. Questions such as the
following are asked:
Can you provide any examples of waste resulting from the company’s activity?
What happens to waste? What difference can the processes to which waste is
subjected make?
In which stage of the production process is water consumed? What are the impacts to
the planet of high water-consuption by the industry?
The production manager discusses cultural international influences to the creation of each fabric
type and pattern.

		

Completion of the activity

The assembled class then engages in a systematic approach to some concepts derived from
clothing examples, resorting to support mateirals, a viewer connected to screening and a Plicker
https://get.plickers.com/ for each student. Students are questioned about some of the issues
covered and asked to describe the aggregated data from their answers.
They get an attendance certificate given by the company.
In order to conclude the activity, samples of fabric are handed out to each class, so they can
carry on the activity in the classroom by producing a postcard with male or female figures and
collages of the fabrics, to be sent back to CBI as a token of appreciation for the hospitality. Oliva
Postcards:

Picture 18 - Samples of work by the students
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EVIDENCE OF SKILLS AND APPRENTICESHIP DEPLOYMENT
Henceforth are presented indicators that may help teachers to find evidence of Student Profile
and Core Learning skills deployment as they were defined for this activity.
Evidence may be checked using a “Present/Absent” scale or, alternatively, by performance level
entries according to the degree of detail sought.

Student
Profile Skills

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

Critical and
Creative Thought
Students watch, describe, discuss
ideas, processes or products, focusing
on evidence.
Students develop context-related
creative ideas and projects.

Core
Learning

Replies given by the students to orallyposed questions (see entries “Group A”
and “Group B”, above).

Making of a postcard (Item 6 of the
Student’s Guide).

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

To recognize unit fractions as
representing parts of a whole divided
into equal parts, in different contexts,
and offering examples.

“Drying rack” activity (see entry “Group
A”, above); answers to question 1 of the
Student’s Guide).

To solve problems involving data
organization and processing in varied
family contexts.

Answers to the Student’s Guide (see
entry “Financial Education”).

To recognize other countries’ and
cultures’ influence to different aspects of
their daily lives (e.g. clothings).

Answers to the questioning of the
production manager (see entry “Group
A”); answers to the questions posed via
Plickers.

To correctly pose questions about
current environmental problems in the
places they live in, chiefly related to
water, energy, waste, air and the soils,
offering intervention suggestions.

Discussion of issues about sustainability
(see entry “Whole Class”);
Reply given to question 4 of the Student’s
Guide.

Table 9 - Evidence of skills and apprenticeship deployment
– Where do our clothings come from?: Trip to CBI
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EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
After the tour, elaborate on questions related to financial education. By way of suggestion, the
Student’s Guide includes a problem which may be adapted to different needs.

Bibliography
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STUDENT’S GUIDE
On this activity, we are going to visit CBI factory in 2 groups, aiming at:
Learning about some raw materials used in clothes production;
Learning about the clothing production stages, from raw materials to the finalized garment.

Watch the following drying racks, in which two socks (the blue on the 0 mark and the yellow
on the 1 meter mark) are hung 1-meter apart.

Picture 19 - Drying racks
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Account for the distance from the red sock to the blue sock on both racks using a fraction.
A=
B=
Compare the following pictures, representing cut lines for a same fabric, used in sock
manufacturing. Which of the two showcases less fabric wastage? Why?

Picture 20 - Mould Cutting 1

Picture 21 - Mould Cutting 2
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Picture 22 - Mould Cutting 3

Picture 23 - Mould Cutting 4

Which of the following waste is generated by CBI’s activity (pick the right option)?
A. Fabric
B. Piece-washing water
C. Carbon dioxide from waste flaring
D. All of the above

Does the wastage generated by the company cause environmental, social or economic
problems? Which questions would you ask the company director to deepen your knowledge
of the situation?
Water in CBI’s boiler is used for (pick the right option):
A. Heating
B. Ironing
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C. Dish washing
D. All of the above

2nd grade
From diverse coloured and patterned wastage and pieces supplied by CBI, create a postcard
featuring male or female figures gluing those elements together in the same fashion as
Postais Oliva: http://www.santanostalgia.com/2016/06/oliva-postais-de-trajes-tipicoslaura.html
In the end, after voting by the class, send the most voted to CBI as a token of appreciation for
their hospitality.

Financial Education – Expenses and Income of a CBI family
Take into account that a typical CBI family will have, next month, the following income and
expenses:

Expense or Income

Activities; locations
Home loan installment

Amount
325,00 €

Insurance

65,00 €

Nourishment/Grocery Shopping

630,00 €

Clothing/Footwear

75,00 €

Transportation

72,00 €

Telco (mobile phone and internet)

93,50 €

Father’s monthly wage

1015,00 €

Water, electricity, gas

100,00 €

Leisure (travels, books, movies)

85,00 €

School material for the children

30,00 €

Meal allowance (father and mother)

155,00 €

After-school activities (swimming
lessons)

60,00 €

Mother’s monthly wage

965,00 €
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Identify Expenses by marking them on line 1 of the previous table with the letter D.

Identify Income by marking it on line 1 of the previous table with the letter R.

Draft the budget for CBI’s typical family. Use the following tables:
Orçamento mensal da “Família CBI” refeente

Income €

Expense €

Total

Total

After closely watching the previous tables, can we conclude the family will have money left over
by the end of April? Should that be the case, how much?

If, in April, the family wishes to travel (expense: 200€) and buy a new computer (price: 450€),
will it have sufficient funds?
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ITINERARIES – FROM OUR SCHOOL
TO SALA DO FUTURO
ABOUT THE ACTIVITY
On this outdoor activity, students
examine itineraries between their
school and the Schools Grouping
headquerters
school.
Going
through different points of different
itineraries (e.g. the police station,
the municipal library, the football
stadium, the Quinta do Alpoim
fountain), they are challenged to
solve Maths problems involving
measurements and multiplying and
dividing operations.

Duration: One full morning

CURRICULAR FRAMING

Student Profile
Reasoning and
Problem-solving
Students ask and examine questions to
investigate, drawing a clear distinction
between current knowledge and what
they wish to find out;
They set and execute appropriate
strategies to research and answer the
initial questions;
They critically examine their own
conclusions and, if necessary, reshape
the adopted strategies.

Core Learning
Environmental Studies – Society /
Nature / Technology
To draw up daily-life itineraries on
simplified maps of their surroundings,
indicating different natural and human
elements;
To describe natural and human
elements of the places he/she lives
in, via data gathering from several
documental sources.
Maths – Geometry
and Measurements
Measuring leghth and area.
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Numbers and Operations

Information and Communication
Students resort to available information
in digital and print sources.

To recognize and memorize basic facts
of multiplication and division;
To conceive and apply problem-solving
strategies involving quantities and
geometric figures’ properties on plan
and space, in mathematical and nonmathematical contexts, assessing the
plausibility of obtained results.

Table 10 - Curricular Framing
– Itineraries: from our school to Sala do Futuro

PRIOR ACTIONS
Prepare kmz file on Google Earth
Pre-order students’ meal for the day
Invite other supporting teachers to accompany one group on a route
Arrange the pitstop intervention with G.N.R.’s “Safe School” team
Guarantee that there exist 20 books and 4 empty shelves at the municipal library to conduct
the specified maths problem
Guarantee the football stadium will be open for the students the development of the Maths activity

Materials

Wheel odometer
Coffee mug to help solving the problem at Quinta do Alpoim fountain
9 tablets, 3 for each group of students, comprising all necessary
applications (Playstore’s pedometer; Google Earth; Google Keep; kmz file
and Google Forms featuring Maths problems)

TEACHER’S GUIDE

Introduction to the activity
Students are questioned about possible routes inside Ana de Castro Osório School (ACO).
For instance:
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How can we move from the classroom (starting point) to the canteen (arrival point)? And
to the football field?
Which locations do we go through since the starting point until the arrival point? Provide
some examples.
If you were to explain a classmate the route you took, how would you do it? Which
reference points would you provide?

Deployment of the activity
Google Earth kmz file is screened in the classroom. The 3 itineraries students must follow are
examined. They are then questioned about:
The shortest route
Their estimates on the covered distance for each route
Sites identified on the map
Options for moving from the classroom to Sala do Futuro

Picture 24 - Google Earth itineraries with stopping points

Routes are detailed, and references made to the specific, coloured crossing points for each of the
3 itineraries:
Green: G.N.R. police station – Quinta do Alpoim Fountain – Sala do Futuro
Yellow: G.N.R. police station – Municipal Library – Sala do Futuro
Pink: G.N.R. police station – Football Stadium – Sala do Futuro
Then, class is equitably divided into 3 groups and each gets a different itinerary. All groups are
accompanied by a teacher during the route. Each group sports a different measuring instrument
to estimate the distance covered in different itineraries:
Group 1 – Pedometer (tablet app)
Group 2 – Wheel odometer
Group 3 – GPS app on the tablet
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Besides, each group possesses 3 tablets including:
Google Forms featuring three Maths problems
Google Keep for photo recordings
Google Earth with kmz file
Students take pictures during the courses, with the help of Google Keep (for instance, the G.N.R.
station) and supply a brief description referring the building and its purposes. Along the route,
groups identify the names of streets, recording photos of them on Google Keep. That will serve to
present the route taken to the other groups.
The three groups begin their itineraries in the classroom, following a common route until reaching
the G.N.R. police station. In it, Escola Segura officers lecture on safety matters related to road
circulation in groups and other issues. The agents engage with students as they pass by and deliver
an informal talk (under 15 minutes long). After the stop, groups follow their ascribed course.
On each route there exists a point in which students must solve a Maths problem involving multiplication, division, length and measurements, presented on the “Student’s Guide” for each course destiny:
Quinta do Alpoim fountain
Municipal Library
Football Stadium
In the Maths problem to be solved at the football stadium, students are asked to measure different
“lines”, such as the length (perimeter) of the penalty area/midfield. At the moment of examining
the problem in large group at Sala do Futuro, a relation can be sketched to the overall perimeter.
As to the problem to be solved at the municipal library, students will dispose of 20 books which
they must arrange into 4 shelves. At the scene, they may examine the problem of division in different ways, such as having to sort 15 books into 3 shelves. It is important to relate books to shelves, as well as results using fractional numbers: ¼ and so on. In addition to the Maths problem,
students are to borrow a Mangualde-related book from the library. The book will then be brought
to classroom, and students will record photos of pages containing relevant information linked to
Mangualde (key-dates, famous people and monuments). At the end of the schoolday, books are
returned to the library.
In the problem to be solved at Quinta do Alpoim fountain, a cup is used to work on multiplication.
Students are asked if they are thirsty after the walkabout. One of them is asked to drink 6 coffee
cups with water. According to the number of students, one can examine and measure how many
cups are drank by 2 students, 3 students and so forth – providing each will drink 6 – to work on
the concept of multiplication (multiplication table 6).
All 3 itineraries end at Sala do Futuro. There, conclusions are debated and Maths problems examined. Each group should pick a spokesperson to present the route taken, who should underline:
The starting point
Streets passed by
Reference sites (at least two)
Distance covered, using the 3 available tools
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They must resort to Google Earth Pro on the classroom computer to confirm if distance covered
matches the marked distance, taking the following steps:

Right-click on each “path” (line or route) and, then, on “Properties”, as shown by the following
Picture:

Picture 25 - Checking distances with Google Earth

Click on the tab “Measurements” and select the unit “Meters”.

Picture 26 - Measuring distances with Google Earth
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Conclusion to the activity
At Sala do Futuro, Maths problems undertaken and each student’s solving strategies are presented.
Some features of the different itineraries are discussed:
Which was the shortest route?
Would there be an alternative to the three itineraries using the same starting and arrival
points (2nd grade classroom building and sala do futuro)? If so, how could we obtain an
itinerary using Google Earth?

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
Add the photos taken to Google Earth Pro map.
Explore Google Earth Pro to view other points on the map and, for instance, discuss an
itinerary starting at Mangualde and ending in Lisbon.

EVIDENCE OF SKILLS AND APPRENTICESHIP DEPLOYMENT
Henceforth are presented indicators that may help teachers to find evidence of Student Profile
and Core Learning skills deployment as they were defined for this activity.
Evidence may be checked using a “Present/Absent” scale or, alternatively, by performance level
entries according to the degree of detail sought.

Student
Profile Skills

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

Information
and Communication
Students make use of available
information in print and digital sources

Using Google Earth to elaborate
itineraries and the final presentation.

Reasoning
and Problem-solving
Students pose and examine issues
to research upon, drawing a clear
distinction between current knowledge
and what they wish to find out.
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Solving Maths problems at the library, the
football pitch and the fountain (Student’s
Guide).

2nd grade
They set and execute the appropriate
strategies to probe and answer the
initial questions.
They critically examine conclusions
and, if needed, reframe the followed
strategies.

Large group discussion focusing on the
presentation of the solved problems.

Core Learning

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

They draw up daily-life itineraries on
simplified maps of their surroundings,
marking the different natural and
human elements.

To draft itineraries with the help of
Google Earth – conclusion to the activity.

They describe natural and human
elements belonging to the place they
live in through information gathering
from several document sources.

Large group presentation of the taken
route, identifying street names and
landmark locations.

They measure length, areas […].

Measurings confirmation with Google
Earth; Maths problem 1 (Student’s Guide).

They recognize and memorize basic
facts of multiplication and division.
They conceive and apply strategies in
problem-solving related to quantities
and properties of geometric shapes
in the plane and in space, within
mathematical and non-mathematical
contexts, assessing the plausibility of
obtained outcomes.

Maths problems – check Student’s Guide.

Table 11 - Evidence of skills and apprenticeship deployment
– from our school to Sala do Futuro
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STUDENT’S GUIDE
Problem 1 – How long is the penalty area’s outer line on Mangualde Stadium’s football pitch?
Watch the lines on the terrain of the football pitch. How many meters long will the penalty area
be if you start measuring on a certain apex and go through the remaining three and end tour
measuring on the starting apex? (use the odometer to measure the penalty area).

Picture 27 - Football pitch

Problema 2 - Time to distribute books on thematic shelves at the Municipal Library
Now that you have arrived at the library, you have a problem to solve! Arrange the 20 books on
the 4 shelves the librarian will point out. You have to sort the books in a balanced way: shelves
must contain the same number of books.
Detail how did you reach such result.

Problem 3 – Liters of water
Now that you have covered half the course, you can take a break and drink some water! You must
drink exactly 6 small cups of water. If two students drink water, how many cups will the two
students have drunk? How about 3? And 4?
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5th GRADE

EXPLORING THE GARDENS AT
PALÁCIO DOS CONDES DE ANADIA
ABOUT THE ACTIVITY
On this activity, students will have
the opportunity to explore the
gardens at Palácio dos Condes de
Anadia (Mangualde), carrying out
a game which will focus on the
search for certain points along the
gardens through use of Google
Earth. Students follow predefined
guidance on a map and, whenever
they find QR Codes, they will read
them with the help of Actionbound,
previously installed on a tablet. At
each point signalled on the map, they
are challenged to answer Natural
Sciences and Maths questions
related to plant and animal life, area
calculation, perimeters, volumes,
greatest common divisor and other
issues, such as:
Estimate the fountain’s water volume;
Estimate the area of the camellias flowerbed;
Do you consider olive trees important to our society? Explain your opinion providing
different points of view.

DURATION: One full morning
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CURRICULAR FRAMING

Student Profile

Core Learning

Reasoning
and Problem-solving

Natural Sciences – The Diversity of Living
Beings and their Interactions
with the Environment

Students critically examine their own
conclusions and, if necessary, reshape
the adopted strategies.
Information
and Communication
Students present and detail concepts in
groups, present ideas […].

To describe some of the existing
biodiversity at local, regional and national
level, providing examples of relations
between plant and animal life in different
habitats; to identify animal species and
invasive flora, detailing their consequences
to local biodiversity.
Maths – Numbers and Operations

Scientific, Technical
and Technological Knowledge
Students work with the help of
materials, instruments, tools,
machinery and tech devices, blending
technical, scientific and socio-cultural
knowledge.

To recognize multiples and divisors of
natural numbers, to provide examples
and use the notions of least common
multiple and greatest common divisor to
solve problems in mathematic and nonmathematic contexts.

Geometry and Measuring
To estimate polygons’ perimeters and areas
[…]; the study of area and volume calculations’
formulas – specifically of the cilinder […].
Information and Communication Technologies
– To communicate and cooperate
Utilizar diferentes meios e aplicações que
permitem a comunicação e colaboração em
ambientes digitais fechados.
Table 12 - Curricular Framing –
Exploring the gardens at Palácio dos Condes de Anadia

PRIOR ACTIONS
In order to materialize the activity, the openness and availability of people in charge of Palácio dos
Condes de Anadia was crucial in every step of the way. Several trips to the palace gardens were
necessary. A Botany expert assisted those tours in laying off the land; depicting relevant plant
species; defining spots to examine and photograph; georeferencing; placing QR Codes on specific
places; and, finally, to help creating a game with Actionbound.
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It was also necessary to install Actionbound, Google Earth’s kmz file, Google Keep and a compass
application on the tablets.
Every backdrop to be examined was created beforehand using Actionbound.

EQUIPMENT

1 paper notepad for each group
1 odometer
3 tablets featuring the previously installed game
3 tablets featuring Google Earth’s kmz file
3 tablets featuring Google Keeps and the compass app (e.g.
Pro Compass)
1 laptop
1 digital TTS Easyscope magnifying glass
3 3-meter-long measuring tapes

TEACHER’S GUIDE

Introduction to the activity
It is explained to the students they are going to play a game at the gardens of Palácio dos Condes
de Anadia with the help of two types of technology, namely Google Earth and Actionbound.
On the classroom board, Google Earth’s kmz file featuring the identified stopping points (as
shown on the picture below) is screened.

Picture 28 - Stopping points at the Palace
gardens with Google Earth

Students are informed they have to act collectively and each of them should follow the points
marked with the colour corresponding to the group which they are part of. On the map, there
exist points marked with “neutral” colour (white), which means all groups should pass by those
points and perform the corresponding activities.
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Students are introduced to Actionbound and the game, and instructed to follow instructions
popping up on the screen as the following Picture shows.

Picture 29 - Example of the game’s screen

With the game going on, and everytime they get the information to go ahead to the next point,
they should check Google Earth and the corresponding colour so they know where to head next.
Each group relies on a tablet featuring Google Keep since, along the course, they must take
pictures of different plants and label them. Since there are multiple requests along the course,
students must use: the compass app to go from one place on the map to the next; the odometer
as a measuring tool to solve Maths problems; and the measuring tape to gauge the height and
diameter of a water tank.
After this framing is done and the work presented, class is divided in 3 groups and the support
materials sorted.

Development of the activity
After the sorting of support materials, one element of each group is asked to start the Actionbound
application on the tablets and scan the specific QR Code for each group, screening it on the board.
Note: the teacher must screen the specific QR Code created for each of the games, i.e. there exists
1 QR Code for each group, contemplating different questions and similar ones corresponding to
the white dots featuring on the map (see Picture 30, below).
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Picture 30 - Example of a team’s QR Code

From that moment, the game is initiated on the app. Students go from the classroom to Palácio
dos Condes in order to continue the “game”, relying on the guidance provided by Actionbound
and Google Earth’s kmz files.
Each group is escorted by a teacher, who guides students whenever needed and poses different
questions related to the different stopping points, allowing students to explain, detail, interpret
or assess answers to the diverse Actionbound challenges – as well as the necessary scientific
knowledge and informations to the teacher’s subject-raising, such as the following example:

Picture 31 - Example of a game screen
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Conclusion to the activity
To wind up the activity, students closely watch some of the tree leaves picked up along
the way near a maple tree at the Palácio’s entrance, with the help of the magnifying
glass, discussing their findings with classmates and teachers. After that, a photo is taken
of everyone involved in the completed activity.

EVIDENCE OF SKILLS AND APPRENTICESHIP DEPLOYMENT
Henceforth are presented indicators that may help teachers to find evidence of Student Profile
and Core Learning skills deployment as they were defined for this activity.
Evidence may be checked using a “Present/Absent” scale or, alternatively, by performance level
entries according to the degree of detail sought.

Student
Profile skills

Student Action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

Reasoning
and Problem-solving
Students critically analyze
conclusions reached and reframe
strategies if necessary.

Records of Buxos’ plantation estimates;
volume of the water tank.

Information and Communication
Students present and detail concepts in
groups, present ideas […].

Audio recordings of the corresponding
questions.

Scientific, Technical
and Technological Knowledge
Students work with the help of materials,
instruments, tools, machinery and
technological devices, bonding technical,
scientific and socio-economic knowledge.
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Using the odometer, Google Earth and
Actionbound.
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Core Learning

To detail some of the local, regional and
national biodiversity, producing examples
of relations between flora and fauna in
different habitats.

Student Action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

Game featuring Natural Sciencesrelated questions.

To identify invasive plant and animal species
and their consequences to local biodiversity.
To recognize multiples and dividers of
natural numbers, referring examples,
and use the notions of lowest common
multiple and greatest common divisor
to solve problems in mathematical and
non-mathematical contexts;
To estimate perimeters and areas of
polygons […]; study of formulas to
calculate area and volume – specifically
that of the cylinder […].

Game featuring Maths problems.

Using Google Earth/Actionbound.

To use different means and applications
allowing for communication and
cooperation in enclosed digital
environments.
Table 13 - Evidence of skills and apprenticeship deployment –
Exploring the gardens at Palácio dos Condes de Anadia

Bibliography
Actionbound. (2019). Actionbound: Collaborative learning app. Actionbound. Consultado em
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Student’s Guide
Student’s guide for this activity is deeply linked to the game designed using Actionbound. By way
of example, we will show merely the first 3 backdrops students watch when scanning the QR Code
(see Picture 30) with the help of Actionbound. To go through the whole game, you just have to read
the mentioned QR Code.
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Picture 32 - Examples of ActionBound settings
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TO PIERCE, FLANGE, FOLD AND THREAD
– VISIT TO MANGUALTÉCNICA
About the activity
On this activity, students get involved
in business context, conducting
practical activities pertaining to
those carried out at the metalworking
company MangualTécnica. When
visiting, students will be challenged
to frame a metal part, going through
the several stages/processes of
manufacturing (piercing, flange,
fold, threading). In addition to the
work to be done on the part they get
upon arrival to the factory, students
are (in every production stage) to
solve Maths problems connected to
the production of parts in different
machinery.

DURATION: One full
CURRICULAR FRAMING

Student Profile
Reasoning
and Problem-solving
Students pose and examine questions to research,
drawing a clear distinction between existing
knowledge and what they wish to discover;
They assess different products
according to quality and utility standards
in multiple significant contexts.
Critical and Creative Thought
They make use of criteria to consider those
ideas, processes and products, offering
arguments to substantiate their stance.

Core Learning

Natural Sciences – Water, Air, Rocks
and the Soil – Earth Materials
To discuss the importance of minerals,
rocks and the soil to human activities,
providing local or regional examples.
Living Beings Diversity
and Interactions with the Environment
To express critical opinions on human
actions which affect biodiversity; and on
the importance of preserving biodiversity.
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Scientific, Technical
and Technological Knowledge
Students work with the help of
materials, instruments, tools, machinery
and tech equipments, blending technical,
scientific and socio-cultural knowledge;
Students reinforce work stages’
planning habits, identifying technical
requirements, putative constraints
and resources to be used in the
implementation of projects.

Maths – Geometry and Measuring
To recognize the meaning of formulae
to calculate perimeters and areas of
triangles and parallelograms, using them
to solve problems in mathematical and
non-mathematical contexts.

Table 14 - Curricular Framing –
To pierce, flange, fold and thread: Visit to MangualTécnica

PRIOR ACTIONS
Meetings with the company in order to get acquainted with the facilities, discuss curricular contents to
address and grasp logistic questions related to the conduction of the activity.
Development of the Student’s Guide to be used the day of the activity’s streamlining, in conjunction
with the company.

EQUIPMENT

Worksheet (see Student’s Guide)
Identifying vests
Company sweaters
Protection gear to be used in handling machinery (e.g. gloves, glasses)

TEACHER’S GUIDE

Introduction to the activity
In large group, at a meeting room inside the company, the general manager presents: a brief
overview of the company’s history; materials produced; the different kinds of raw materials put to
use; the manufacturing process, detailing the stages in which students will be actively involved;
the importance of the company to region and country; main clients and suppliers; business
strategies; and the company’s future plans.
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Development of the activity
Class is split in 4 groups, each accompanied by a company employee and the teachers.
At the company’s entrance, each group is handed a piece to be worked upon along 4 stations in
4 different machines, as well as a question table (see Student’s Guide).
Each group follows a properly identified route and, along this, a company employee presents and
explains the manufacturing process.
Students are asked about the organization, logistics and operation, among other aspects related
to the company’s activity.
Why must we tag every arriving piece with date and number?
Why does the machine operator uses transport boxes of a certain size and why do those
boxes have bearing?
Why does the cut we must do on this piece has a breadth X instead of Y?

When groups get to a stage identified to perform an operation on the piece they were previously
handed, the machine operator details its purposes. Then, he urges students to answer the question
corresponding to the station they’re on. He warns of the precautions to take when handling and
dispenses the necessary protection gear according to the equipment to be operated (gloves,
goggles). Students then execute exemplified operation on the piece they were previously handed.

Picture 33 - Student operating a part
with the help of a worker

After going through all the stations, students come up with the final product (a piece which
underwent all the performed operations).
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Imagining that the conceived piece was a request from the Farmbot-producing company (Farmbot
is a machine which exists at Academi@ STEM), groups are asked to look into the best option for
shipping it to a client in London, England. On the eventual plan, they shall have in consideration
aspects such as:
The box type (material and shape)
Form of transport (Mangualde-London)
Costs, taking into account the EUR-GBP currency exchange rate

Conclusion to the activity
After completion of the activity at the company, students are asked to reason in groups on the
impact of human action – specifically, the extraction of minerals indispensable to metal-working
industries – on biodiversity. They must present a summary of ideas highlighting the impact, as
well as some measures to be taken in order to alleviate or eliminate it.

EVIDENCE OF SKILLS AND APPRENTICESHIP DEPLOYMENT
Henceforth are presented indicators that may help teachers to find evidence of Student Profile
and Core Learning skills deployment as they were defined for this activity.
Evidence may be checked using a “Present/Absent” scale or, alternatively, by performance level
entries according to the degree of detail sought.

Core Learning

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

To discuss the importance of minerals,
rocks and the soil to human activities,
using local and regional examples.

To produce critical opinions on human
actions affecting biodiversity and on the
importance of environmental preservation.
To recognize the meaning of formulae
to estimate perimeters and areas of
triangles and parallelograms, using them
to solve problems in mathematical and
non-mathematical contexts.
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Group activity at the end of the
overall activity.

Replies to Student’s Guide part 1.

5th GRADE
Student
Profile Skills

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

Reasoning and Problem-solving
Students pose and examine questions to
be dealt with, drawing a clear distinction
between existing knowledge and what
they wish to unveil.

They assess different products
according to utility and quality criteria in
multiple significant contexts.

Replies to Student’s Guide part 1.

Assessment of the created piece taking
into account the different applied
techniques;

Critical and Creative thought
They make use of criteria to consider those
ideas, processes and products, offering
arguments to substantiate their stance.

Scheme for shipping the created piece to
a client in London.

Scientific, Technical
and Technological Knowledge
Students work with the help of materials,
instruments, tools, machinery and tech
equipments, blending technical, scientific
and socio-cultural knowledge;
Students reinforce work stages planning
habits, identifying technical requirements,
putative constraints and resources to be
used in the implementation of projects.

Execution of different operations on the
piece at 4 previously assigned stopping-points/stations at the company.

Tabela 15 - Evidence of skills and apprenticeship deployment –
To pierce, flange, fold and thread: Visit to MangualTécnica

Bibliography
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STUDENT’S GUIDE
Part 1 – Throughout the tour of MangualTécnica, you will be challenged to work with different
machinery. But, before that, you will have to answer some questions.
Inside the factory, you will move through a properly pinpointed path with different stations. In each
of them, the person in charge of the machine will ask you questions you must reply to. After the
reply is validated, you will run an activity/operation such as the ones detailed on the following chart:

Activities/
operations

Question

Reply

Notes/
observations

On a 1250 mm x 2500
mm plate, how many 100
mm x 2500 mm strips can
we cut?
a. Hacking and Slash
On a 100 mm x 2500 mm,
how many 100 mm x 43
mm pieces can we cut?

b. Punching/Puncture

Which is the area of the
4,25 mm diameter bore?

c. Threading

Which is the area of the
4,25 mm diameter bore?
Which is the width of the
complementary 55º angle?

d. Hacking and Slash

If the folded piece were a
triangle, which would be the
width of the third angle?

Table 16 - Operations, questions, answers
and observation register during the visit

Part 2 – The piece conceived by you is part of a set to put a Farmbot together. Consider and
estimate what it takes to ship the piece to a London client. On the draft to be presented, you must
detail and justify each option you took. As a backing, you can refer the following aspects:
Box type (material and shape)
Form of transport (Mangualde-London, truck, airplane…)
Costs, taking into account the EUR-GBP currency exchange rate
Profit
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THE ISSUE OF WATER TREATMENT
PLANT’S SLUDGE AT CANEDO
ABOUT THE ACTIVITY
On this activity, evolving around a
local social-scientific issue adapted
from an actual situation, groups of
students play the role of a residents’
commission of a community affected
by the accumulation of sludge from
a water treatment plant (ETAR); as
well as that of an environmentalist
group, a company and a Social and
Economic Development Association.
Subsequently, they undertake a
debate with the Councilperson in
charge of Environmental Issues in
order to support the Municipality’s
decision on the issue.
The activity is adapted from TenreiroVieira e Vieira (2014), in which a roleplay strategy is put into action.
The problem-question under scrutiny
is the following: Should Mangualde
Municipality continue to endorse
the operations of Alberto Pardal II
Ambiente SA?

DURATION: 4 x 100minute slots

CURRICULAR FRAMING

Student Profile
Critical and
Creative Thought
Students watch, examine and discuss
ideas, processes or products based on
evidence. They use criteria to assess
those ideas, processes or products,
providing arguments to substantiate
their stance.

Core Learning
Natural Sciences – Water, Air, Rocks
and the Soil – Earth Materials
To discuss the importance of sustainable
water-management related to its use,
exploration and protection, using local,
regional, national and global examples.
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Well-being, Health
and the Environment
Students make choices which contribute
to their safety and the safety of the
communities of which they are part.
They become aware of the importance
of shaping a sustainable future and
engage in active citizenship projects.

Maths – Mathematical reasoning
and Maths Communication
To understand and present mathematical
explanations and justifications, relying on
examples and counter-examples;
To develop perseverance, autonomy and
ease when tackling situations involving
Maths at school and life in society.

Table 17 - Curricular Framing: the issue
of the water treatment plant’s sludge at Canedo

PRIOR ACTIONS
Trip to the trouble spot to pile up a collection of pictures
Chroma Key videos production with the students, using situation-appropriate backdrops and
guidelines to the dialogues between interviewer and interviewees
Making of support texts for each role, using Google Earth print screens and evidence collecting
Invitation to the Council Person responsible for Environmental Issues, or equivalent, to take
part on the debate

EQUIPMENT

Tags to identify groups and corresponding roles
Support texts
Activity guide for each group
Videoclips featuring interviews to different actors (screening
and audio-equipped computer)

TEACHER’S GUIDE

Introduction to the activity
The “Letter to Mangualde Municipality’s Councilperson” (Text 1, see appendix), drawn up after a
newspaper article on “Centro Notícias” of September 23, 2018, under the title “Left Block [political
party] questions the Government over the pollution at Viseu and Mangualde”, is presented. A
student is then asked to read it out loud. To ensure all students have grasped the news’ contents,
they are asked about:
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the subject of the news
which are the entities/social actors the news refers to
which are the charges and who are the defendants
reasons adduced
the issue raised by the news: is it important to society? Why?
other relevant matters

Students may be asked if anyone lives in Canedo and/or if
he/she had ever heard reports of the news’ issue, being
encouraged to share his/her testimony with the class.
In order for students to grasp a wider awareness of the news’
topic and realize different points of view about the issue,
some background papers are handed to the students (see
appendix 2-5). They are asked to read them pairwise and
underline entities/society sectors/social actors mentioned on
the documents.
Reading of some crucial paragraphs of the background papers is
guided out loud by an element of each group, asking students to
summarize the relevant aspects of texts.

Development of the activity
In order to back students in the recording and sorting of the work, the Student’s Guide is handed
out. Students must then be asked to answer question 3 in group. Afterwards, 4 groups are sorted
(according to the number of social actors needed to the role performance) and roles assigned.

Picture 34 - Group filling of the student’s guide
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Each group must prepare role performance according to/in relation to:
Research, organization and recording of relevant information to the construction of
argumentation (reasons for the position they are standing for) and counter-argument
(how to downgrade reasons against the position they are standing for)
The making of a video clip to be shown before the debate, expliciting the stance argued
for and the reasons that support it
Summarize reasons for the intervention (in class), detailing: stance argued for, reasons that
support it and putative answers to counter-arguments other social actors may present.
Recording of the clips with interviews of different actors is sorted, taking as a starting point
previously taped records taken after the reading of background texts.
In the specific class the debate is to take place, identification tags to be placed on the corresponding
tables are distributed.
Afterwards, the activity is detailed to the large group. Different groups present and the
representative from the Environmental Bureau are introduced, and a layout of the debate’s
working model is presented.
Clips produced on the previous class are screened. Then, the Municipality representative is asked
to launch the debate around the question-research problem “Shall the Environmental Department
of Mangualde Municipality continue to endorse the operation of the company Irmãos Alberto
Pardal II Ambiente SA”?
Role playing in each group is then guided. Students are asked to verbally express appropriate
evidence and arguments.
After the roleplay around the problem-question, students are asked to describe a set of conflictsolving measures aimed at guaranteeing the population’s life quality and well-being. This should
be done in group.

Completion of the activity

Students are asked to send a message, included in a clip meant to showcase the whole class,
entitled “Class’ advices to look after the Environment”.
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EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
The steps proposed by students and resulting from role-playing may be included in a letter to be
sent to the Municipality’s Environment Bureau. Ideas such as the following can be incorporated:
The previous drying of the sludge before transportation to the site;
The erection of a holding pond for leachate and the sealing of the soil on the site of
sludge deposition;
The fencing of the lagoon and the shutting down of the existing gate.

EVIDENCE OF SKILLS AND APPRENTICESHIP DEPLOYMENT
Henceforth are presented indicators that may help teachers to find evidence of Student Profile
and Core Learning skills deployment as they were defined for this activity.
Evidence may be checked using a “Present/Absent” scale or, alternatively, by performance level
entries according to the degree of detail sought.

Student
Profile Skills
Critical and
Creative Thought
Students closely watch, examine and
discuss ideas, processes or products,
focusing on evidence. They use criteria
to assess those ideas, processes or
products, providing arguments to
substantiate their viewpoints.

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

Use of evidence from text 3 (Technical
Report of ETAR’s sludge and lagoon
water analysis by the Municipality’s
technical commission, presented at the
debate); argumentation around water
and soils protection during the debate.

Well-being, Health
and the Environment
Students make choices contributing
to their own safety and the safety of
the communities they are part of. They
become aware of the importance of
shaping a sustainable future and get
involved in active citizenship projects.

Text produced by the end of the activity.

~
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Core Learning

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

To discuss the importance of sustainable
water management as to its use,
exploration and protection, using local,
regional, national or global examples.

Use of evidence from text 3 (Technical
Report of ETAR’s sludge and lagoon
water analysis by the Municipality’s
technical commission, presented at the
debate); argumentation around water
and soils protection during the debate.

To develop perseverance, autonomy
and ease in handling situations involving
Maths in their schooling and life in society.

Use of evidence from text 3 –
Technical Report of ETAR’s sludge
and lagoon water analysis by the
Municipality’s technical commission,
presented at the debate.

Table 18 - Evidence of skills and apprenticeship deployment:
the issue of the water treatment plant’s sludge at Canedo
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STUDENT’S GUIDE
The following guide was adapted from Tenreiro-Vieira e Vieira (2014: 45-47); the examples of
questions presented by the authors were drawn/adapted from their work.

Introduction – Problem-Situation
At the village of Canedo, in the Mangualde Borough, sludge from ETARs located in various parts
of the country is deposited, having as final destination a dumpsite – in the facilities of a local
company, Irmãos Alberto Pardal II Ambiente, SA. Typically, the sludge contains a certain amount
of water with suspended solids, biodegradable organic matter and, occasionally, heavy metals.

Picture 35 - Location of Canedo on the map

Having learned of the situation at Canedo, Mangualde Municipality’s Environmental Bureau
called for a meeting with various parties, to listen to the complaints of the population and the
environmentalist group Mangualde Verde; and, at the same time, to listen to the company itself
and the Associação para o Desenvolvimento Económico e Social de Mangualde (Association for
the Economic and Social Development of Mangualde). The meeting was arranged so that the
municipality could reach a decision guaranteeing both the population’s quality of life and public
health, and also the continuity of the company’s operation.
Question-problem: Should Mangualde Municipality continue to endorse the operations of the
company Alberto Pardal II Ambiente SA?
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Picture 36 - Water treatment plant’s (ETAR) sludge

Complete the following table, with the help of different information sources used.

Information
Sources

Reasons for shutting
down the company

Reasons against shutting
down the company

Appendix Texts
Family and friends
Websites, newsreels,
other publications
Table 19 - Log table

State what you believe will be the line of defense, before the question-problem, of the following actors.
Environmentalist group Mangualde Verde
Stance they support: ___________________________________________________
Reasons for the support:
Residents’ Comission
Stance they support: ___________________________________________________
Reasons for the support:
Association for the Economic and Social Development of Mangualde (comprising economists and
company owners from the region)
Stance they support: ___________________________________________________
Reasons for the support:
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The company – Irmãos Alberto Pardal II Ambiente, SA
Stance they support: ___________________________________________________
Reasons for the support:
Complete the following table, resorting whenever necessary to the conducted information gathering.

Social Actor

Stance to be backed

What can we offer in order
to change their minds?

Environmentalist group
Mangualde Verde
Residents’ Commission
Association for the Economic
and Social Development of
Mangualde
The company – Irmãos Alberto
Pardal II Ambiente, SA

Watch the clips of interviews with the various social actors.

Debate/Role-playing – Play the role you were ascribed, presenting appropriate evidence and
arguments, discussing the problem-question “Should Mangualde Municipality’s Environmental
Bureau continue to endorse the operations of the company Alberto Pardal II Ambiente SA?”
After the role-playing regarding the problem-question, describe a set of measures in order to settle
the conflict and guarantee the life standards and well-being of the community. This must be done in
groups. The text will be sent to Mangualde Municipality to help on the final decision-making.
Prepare a message to be included in the class video clip “Class advices to look after the environment”.
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Appendix – Background texts for the various roles
Text 1 – Letter to the Municipality’s Councilperson
Issue: Environmental pollution at Canedo; the responsibility for it is attributed to the company
Irmãos Alberto Pardal II Ambiente SA.
From: Canedo Residents’ Commission
To: Mangualde Municipality – Environmental Department
Dear Mr Councilman,
At the village of Canedo, in Mangualde Borough, there exist several dumps receiving sludge of
ETARs from all over the country, being discharged at the site for over three years.
Population residing nearby complains of the air pollution and the continuing increase in the
number of bugs on the location. They also complain about the passing of trucks in such large
numbers, spilling sludge as they go.
The situation drags on since 2015 and the issue has already been reported to the Ministry of
Environment, via petition, in August 2016. After those accusations, the site was inspected by
competent authorities, namely CCDRC (Comission of Regional Coordination), the Ministry of
Environment and the GNR (police force), which decided to close the case – allegedly because the
dumpsters were not in default of sanitary regulations. Still, the stench and insect dissemination
continued. According to information handed down to us, the company responsible for
transportation to the two dumpsters is IAP II Ambiente SA.
In light of the above, and under the applicable constitutional and legislative provisions, Canedo
Residents Comission hereby demands that the Environmental Bureau and Mr Councilman shall
withdraw its institutional support of the company or, alternatively, cease its endorsement of the
company’s operation.
(Adapted from https://www.centronoticias.pt/2018/09/23/bequestiona-governo-sobre-poluicao-em-viseu-e-mangualde/)
Text 2 – Testimony from Canedo’s inhabitants
The Commission for Environment and Mangualde’s Locals (C.A.M.M.) has already warned a
number of times to the superficial run-offs from Irmãos Alberto Pardal II Ambiente SA’s facilities
into the adjacent artificial lagoon. This may lead to the disappearance of existing fish and to
leakage to farming lands. In addition to these warnings, several Canedo residents refer that “the
trucks pass by loaded with sludge, crossing town without any covering and dropping smudge
onto the streets they go by. The air is unbreathable”.
One resident referred that “the smell is very intense during the Summer, affecting all our
community. Besides, at that time of year, there is a major increase in the number of bugs, making it
very uncomfortable to all of us”. Another resident warned about the absence of a padlock to shut
down the gate accessing the lagoon, which may endanger the lives of children who usually play
around at the site. For all these reasons, the residents demand the Municipality stops endorsing
the company’s operation.
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Text 3 – Technical report of ETAR sludge and lagoon water analysis by the Municipality’s
Technical Commission
Water we use in our daily lives in a number of activities (cooking, cleaning, bathing, flushing the
toilet) is generally transformed in wastewater then sent into the sewage. In order for it to be
re-used or returned to the environment in safe eco-friendly conditions, it must be treated at an
ETAR (Wastewater Treatment Station). The main purpose of these stations is to receive and treat
wastewater originating, among other things, sewage sludge.
Sludge is not generally “clean or disinfected”, being collected, transported and sent to temporary
storage or direct upgrading via compost, before being applied to agricultural soils or deposited in
landfill sites.

Evidence #1 – Heavy metals in the ETAR’s sludge
ETAR sludge collected and deposited at Irmãos Alberto Pardal II Ambiente SA’s facilities are
meant for deposit in landfill site. In order for the dumping to be done in environmentally safe
manner, sludge must be compliant with heavy metals’ legally required parameters. On the chart
below are shown the minimum and maximum values for those parameters, as well as the values
obtained after the analysis of the sludge dumped at Canedo.

Parameter

Minimum Amount Maximum Amount
(µg/kg Dry
(mg/kg Dry
Matter)
Matter)

Sample Analysis
Amount (mg/kg
Dry Matter)

Arsenic

<100

62,7

0,313

Cadmium

-

<20

1

Chromium

30

255

40

Lead

100

233

320

Mercury

0,1

4,69

6,20

Evidence #2 – Superficial run-off
Superficial run-off consists of water movement after it hit the soil as rainfall. This is influenced by
a number of factors, such as the terrain (slope, storage capacity, shape); plant covering (whose
existence slows down drainage); rain fall and the soil type (permeable terrain – sandy soils, for
instance, typically correspond to less superficial run-off.
In the surroundings of Irmãos Alberto Pardal II Ambiente SA’s facilities there exists an artificial
lagoon, its elevation being lower than that of the site where sludge is stored (see following Picture).
The soil is sandy. Taking all this into account, plus the company’s and the lagoon’s location, it is
safe to anticipate that heavy rains will produce superficial run-off from the company’s facilities
onto the lagoon.
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Picture 37 - Elevation profile between points
A (altitude – 486 meters) and B (altitude – 494 meters)

Evidence #3 – Heavy metals on the lagoon
Heavy metals (high-density metals like lead, mercury, among others) are – chemically – extremely
reactive elements. This means they can trigger a number of chemical reactions, accumulating in
animals and plants which form part of the food chain. Water from Canedo’s lagoon is meant for
human and industrial supply, going through (at least in the first case) an ETA (Water Treatment
Station) before going into the public waterworks. Water analysis from Canedo’s lagoon, carried
out by an independent entity, shows the following results:
Type of sample: Natural fresh waters – Superficial waters
Date of sampling: 11/12/2018
Date of reception: 11/12/2018
Start of the analysis: 11/12/2018
End of the analysis: 11/16/2018
Issuing of results: 11/16/2018

Parameter

Parametric amount* (µg/l)

Amount detected (µg/l)

Arsenic

100

40

Cadmium

5,0

2,0

Chromium

50

30

Lead

10,0

28,0

Mercury

1

1,5

*Parametric amount – corresponding to the maximum allowed amount
Table 20 - Parameters, parametric values
and other values observed in the waters of Canedo lagoon
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Part of the text was adapted from Águas do Algarve (2018). Lamas de ETAR. Available at https://
www.aguasdoalgarve.pt/content/lamas-de-etar
Text 4 – Annual report and accounts of IAP II Ambiente SA
Irmãos Alberto Pardal II Ambiente SA is a certified company specialized in waste management
located in Canedo, Mangualde. Its working purpose is to gather various types of residue, possessing
to that end equipment/human and technical means in order to maximize reusing and recycling, thus
responding to a major concern of the waste recollection sector in Portugal.
Some company data
According to Base.gov website (which makes public all procurement between the state – and its
agencies – and the private sector), IAP II Ambiente SA totalled 4 contracts related to ETAR sludge
recollection in 2018, worth a total of 272 725 €.
Total turnover of the company in 2018 was 9 million euros.
Full-time employees number around 200; most of them live in the Mangualde Borough.

Text 5 – Mangualde association concerned with the dispute
The ADESM (Association for Economic and Social Development of Mangualde) is a non-governmental
association, operating on the contributions and voluntary work of its members, encompassing
citizens concerned with the development of the Mangualde region. It argues for the maintenance
of the operations by Irmãos Alberto Pardal II Ambiente SA and suggests it be expanded via an
increase of investment. It argues that the company will keep and generate several direct and indirect
jobs, thus allowing citizens an improvement of their standard of living.
The association considers that the consequences of the company’s operations to the air quality,
the lagoon water, the soils – and, accordingly, to people’s health – are minimal, underlining that
the company is law-abiding.

Picture 38 - Canedo lagoon
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Night Starglazing

ABOUT THE ACTIVITY
Nightly observation of celestial bodies
was the launch event of the school
year by Academi@ STEM Mangualde
with the school and local communities.
It took place at ESFA and was
streamlined by a guest astronomer,
José Augusto Matos, involving the
observation of Mars and other celestial
bodies through a telescope, as well
as a set of activities designed by the
teachers with the project.

DURATION: 2 AND
A HALF HOURS

CURRICULAR FRAMING		

Student Profile

Core Learning

Scientific, Technical
and Technological Knowledge

Physics & Chemistry – The Universe
and Distances within the Universe

Students work resorting to materials,
instruments, tools, machinery and
tech equipment, blending technical,
scientific and socio-cultural
knowledge.

To describe the relative position of celestial
bodies, locating the Earth in the Universe,
through the recollection and sorting of
information from various sources;
To detail the role of observation and handled
instruments to the historical evolution of
understanding of the Universe, through the
gathering and selection of information.
Solar System
To interpret information about the solar
system’s planets (in charts, graphs, texts,
etc.), signaling similarities and differences
(constitution, location, periods of
translation and rotation); and what makes
the Earth a planet with life.
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Reasoning
and Problem-solving
They resort to available
information in documental souces
in print and digital form.

Natural Sciences –
Earth, a planet with life
To identify Earth’s position within the solar
system;
To detail the main circumstances allowing the
Earth to develop and maintain life;
To interpret charts representing temperature
evolution and carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere throughout the geological time;
To relate the influence of living beings to
the evolution of Earth’s atmosphere and the
greenhouse effect;
To reason about some theories on the
origins of life.
Maths – Numbers and Operations
To recognize integers and rational
numbers in their different representations
in mathematical and non-mathematical
contexts;
To compare integers and rational numbers, in
different contexts, without using the real line;
To estimate (without using the calculator),
integers (multiplication, division) and rational
numbers (addition, subtraction, multiplication
and division), resorting to precise and
approximate figures in various representations;
to assess the effects of the operations and offer
plausible estimates;
To solve problems using rational numbers
in mathematical and non-mathematical
settings, conceiving and applying solving
strategies (including the use of technology),
assessing the plausibility of results.

Table 21 – Curricular Framing –
Nightly observation of celestial bodies

Prior Actions
Invitation to the astronomer
Invitations to guardians and participating classes (including advertising leaflet)
Booking of the auditorium and school fields with the Grouping’s Board
Assembling of equipment and internet connection
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Lighting rehearsal
End of event meal pre-ordering
Signaling of the stations
Electronic presentation of the project to all those involved
Installation of SkyView on the tablets
Printing of the activity guides to half the participants
Sketching of the digital satisfaction survey and corresponding access QR Code

EQUIPMENT

1 telescope (belonging to the astronomer)
2 school telescopes
1 interactive panel
4 tablets featuring SkyView
6 hybrid computers featuring drawing device and Celestia (app)
1 projector
5 worktops
Spotlights
Power strips
1 measuring tape
1 odometer
Tagged paperboards (A, B, C, D) to hand the students for group sorting
Printing of aerial views of the school field featuring the orbits of interior
planets on a 1:2 548 000 000 scale

TEACHER’S GUIDE

Introduction to the activity
At a formal project-presentation moment in the Schools Grouping auditorium, the project’s
advertising material is dispensed.
Observation activities to be carried out, as well as their operating model, are summed up.
Groups which will move between predefined observation stations are sorted (4 groups of 12 to
15 people). They are guided to the corresponding station (group 1 starts observation at station A;
group 2 at station B; group 3 at station C; and group 4 at station D).
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Development of the activity
On the four observation stations, the following activities are conducted:
Observation of the moon and other planets (Saturn, Mars, among others) through the
astronomer’s telescope under his supervision;
Observation of the Moon through two telescopes with the help of a teacher;
Observation and interaction through Celestia and SkyView to watch the sky in enhanced
reality mode;
Use of the interactive panel to estimation detailing and calculation of distance between
planets, diameters and representation scales of the solar system.
Activities in each station are expected to take 20-30 minutes and to be followed by A-B-C-D rotation.

Station A

Using a telescope, the astronomer leads observation, by all those involved, of Saturn and Mars
(planets visible on the occasion), as well as the Moon, detailing and discussing the role of
observation and the instruments, Earth’s location in space, etc.

Picture 39 - Students completing
tasks at station A
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Station B
The Moon is seen through two telescopes with the help of the Natural Sciences teacher. The
deployment of the action may be done to cover 8th Grade Core Learning of the topic “Earth, a
planet with life”.
The Moon’s features (craters and their dimensions) are observed, in relation to the lack of atmosphere.

Picture 40 - Students completing
tasks at station B

Questions such as the following are asked:
Why does the moon have so many visible craters? Explain that based in known facts.
Why has the Earth not as many craters as the Moon does?
Why is the Moon lacking an atmosphere, unlike the Earth? What difference does it make?
Earth and Moon, being at the same distance from the Sun (in relation to other planets),
have the same surface temperature? Why?
What is the “greenhouse effect”? Provide an account of it, giving examples of its
consequences to humanity and the environment.

Station C
At this station, 6 computers are handed, so that participants go through Celestia, according to the
activity guide’s instructions. The covering of Core Learning related to the topic “Universe, distances
within the Universe and the solar system” is carried out by the Physics & Chemistry teacher.
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Questions are asked, such as:
If we alter the date of observation on the program to March 21, which will then be the
position of the planets?

Picture 41 - Screenshot of Celestia app
on the day of the observation

To check Celestia view on observation day, you can copy the following
link, selecting the option “Paste URL” on the app’s “File” tab: cel:// Follow/
S o l / 2 0 1 8 - 0 9 - 2 1 T 2 1 : 3 0 : 1 4 . 2 6 7 0 3 ? x = A I C Z / TO P w X g N & y = A A B g c t B M L I 6 4 /////////
w&z=AAA0XTtz+SMR&ow=0.753647&ox=-0.629981&oy=0.0574962&oz=-0.178421&fov=34.
8095&ts=1&ltd=0&p=0&rf=312247&lm=134&tsrc=0&ver=3.

Picture 42 - Screenshot of Celestia
app for March 21, 2019
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To check Celestia view on March the 1st 2019, you can copy the following
link, selecting the option “Paste URL” on the app’s “File” tab: cel:// Follow/
S o l / 2 0 1 9 - 0 3 - 2 1 T 2 1 : 3 1 : 3 3 . 2 5 7 8 1 ? x = A I C Z / TO P w X g N & y = A A B g c t B M L I 6 4 /////////
w&z=AAA0XTtz+SMR&ow=0.753647&ox=-0.629981&oy=0.0574962&oz=-0.178421&fov=34.
8095&ts=1&ltd=0&p=0&rf=312247&lm=134&tsrc=0&ver=3.

Picture 43 - Equipment used at station C

Also at this station, 4 tablets featuring SkyView Lite (enhanced reality) are handed. It may be used
to exploit the position of planets and of Sun and Moon. It may be suggested to participants they
install the app on their smartphones for autonomous navigation.

Picture 44 - Students completing tasks at station C
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At the screening, Solar System Scope https://www.solarsystemscope.com/, application is browsed,
and some features of the planets are discussed.

Station D
At this station the Maths teacher details the concept of scale – on the interactive panel, with the
help of flipcharts and https://thinkzone.wlonk.com/SS/SolarSystemModel.php, website.
Questions are asked requiring students to: search for information on planets; establish links
between the planets’ distances to the Sun; produce estimates on distances and relations between
their diameters.

Picture 45 - Students completing
tasks at station D

Completion of the activity
Activity is terminated with all the participants together again, underlining some ideas detailed at
the stations, thanking the attendance and presenting the satisfaction survey’s QR Code.

EVIDENCE OF SKILLS AND APPRENTICESHIP DEPLOYMENT
Evidence may be gathered in classes after the event, according to the Core Learning to address,
asking students to establish connections with the observation instances and the activities
carried out.
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EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
A possible extension activity could consist of conducting practical activities related to scales and
knowledge-deepening on the celestial bodies surveyed.
With the help of an odometer, and considering the Sun is located on the yellow dot on
the following map (ESFA field), trace the orbits of Mercury, Venus, the Earth and Mars,
positioning participants on the orbits of those planets.

Picture 46 -Scaled marking of planets’ orbits on the school’s premises

With the help of a measuring tape, compare the diameters of the planets and the Sun
on the shown scale.
Designing of a Solar System model to the scale of Mangualde, its center being at the
Schools Grouping headquarters school, using city sites to represent the rocky planets.
Survey of pictures of Mars collected on the Mars Rover Curiosity mission - https://mars.
jpl.nasa.gov/msl/multimedia/images/

Bibliography
Thinkzone. (s.d.). Solar system scale model calculator. Consultado em 6 de janeiro de 2019
em https://thinkzone.wlonk.com/SS/SolarSystemModel.php
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STUDENT’S GUIDE
Station A – Observation of the Moon, Mars and Saturn through a telescope
Task A – On the following box, take note of three new ideas you learned from the astronomer.

Station B – Observation of the Moon
Task B – The following table shows some informations on the Solar System’s main planets.

Planets/
Features
Mercury

Venus

Earth

Mars

Jupiter

Saturn

Uranus Neptune

Average
distance to
the Sun (in
millions of km)

58

108

150

227

778

1427

2870

4500

Translation
period (in days))

88

225

365

687

4333

10759

30685

60189

Average
surface
temperature
(in ºC)

167

464

15

-65

-110

-140

-195

-200

Table 22 - Solar System planets and their features

Recalling the questions posed during observation of the moon, and checking the above chart, tick
the following statements as True (V) or False (F):
A - As the planets are further away from the Sun, their surface temperature is lower.
B - Of the following four planets, Mercury, Venus, the Earth and Mars, Mercury is
the warmest and Mars the coldest.
C - Venus and the Earth have similar temperatures because of the “greenhouse effect”.
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D - The atmosphere shields the Earth from meteors and UV radiation.
E - Moon craters are the result of past erosion caused by rivers and seas.
F - The Earth and the Moon have a similar surface temperature.
G - If the Earth was lacking an atmosphere, it would have a far lower average
surface temperature.

List some of the features of the Moon preventing the existence of life as we know it on Earth.

Station C – Exploring the outer space with Celestia (Astronomy app available at
https://celestia.space/) and enhanced reality app SkyView Lite
Task C1 – Put into action some of Celestia’s controls and explore the outer space!
Click on the H key and then the G key and tour the Sun.
Click on the P key so all the planets’ names become visible.
Click on the O key so all the planets’ orbits become visible.
Click on the ordinal number 1 and then on the G key and tour Mercury (the planet closest
to the Sun).
Tour the remaining planets of the Solar System by clicking on the ordinal number
corresponding to the order by which planets you wish to visit are far from the Sun, and then
click the G key.
Click the Shift key and, simultaneously, cursor keys (left, right, forward, backward) to enter
the orbits of the planets you have toured.
“Accelerate” time by repeatedly clicking the L key to observe the planets’ translations. “Slow
down” by clicking the K key.
Tour the Moon – click Enter, write “moon”, click Enter again and, finally, the G key.
Task C2 – With the help of SkyView Lite, locate the planets on the Solar System.
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Station D – The Solar System on the scale of our school
Task D1 – With the help of calculator https://thinkzone.wlonk.com/SS/SolarSystemModel.php,
explore your surroundings looking for the following planets and recording the corresponding data
on the table below:

Picture 47 - Scaled marking of planets’ orbits
on the school’s premises

Celestial Body/
Features

Sun

Mercury
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Average
diameter
(Approximate
value in km)

Average
diameter
(Approximate
value in km)

Average orbital
radius
(Approximate
value in km)

Average orbital
radius on a 1:2
548 000 000 scale
(Approximate
value in m)

7th Grade

Venus

12742

150 000 000

Earth

Mars

Table 23 - Data recording on the
Solar System’s celestial bodies

Task D2 – With the help of an odometer, and considering the Sun is located on the yellow dot in
the map above (ESFA field), trace the orbits of Marcury, Venus, the Earth and Mars.
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A PATINTER TRUCK
DRIVER’S TRIP
ABOUT THE ACTIVITY
Is it possible to learn Natural Sciences,
Physics & Chemistry and Maths from
a Patinter truck driver’s trip? This
activity clearly answers the question,
triggering a set of problems, tasks
and actual context challenges to the
company, urging students to become
actively involved in every demand.
Students work on direct proportionality
issues using actual company data;
detail different kinds of landforms
on the route taken by a truck driver
from Mangualde to England; and visit
the Water Treatment Plant (ETAR) to
discuss its operation.

DURATION: One full
morning
CURRICULAR FRAMING

Student
Profile

Core
Learning

Raciocínio e Resolução
de Problemas

Natural Sciences – Sub-topic:
The Earth’s structure and internal dynamics

Students ask and detail the questions
to investigate, drawing a clear
distinction between present knowledge
and what they wish to find out;

To explain rock deformation (bends and
cracks), taking into account the behaviour of
materials (ductile or fragile) and the type of
forces they are subject to, relating it with the
formation of mountain ranges.

They define and put to practice
adequate strategies to research and
answer the initial questions;
They critically describe their own
conclusions and, if necessary,
reshape the strategies followed.
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Physics & Chemistry
To identify techniques used to decouple
components made of homogenous and
heterogenous mix; and effect the separation using
basic lab techniques, selecting the appropriate
materials and communicating the outcomes.
Maths – Algebra
To recognize a mathematical function in
various representations. Interpret it as a
relation between variables; and a univocal
correspondence between two sets. Use
functions to represent and describe
situations in mathematical and nonmathematical contexts;
To develop an ability for abstraction and
generalization, to understand and string together
mathematical arguments and logical reasoning.

Table 24 - Curricular Framing:
A trip by a Patinter truck driver

PRIOR ACTIONS
Confer with the company to sketch the activity, discuss curricular issues to work upon in
the context, go through logistics issues, equipment to be used, as well as safety questions
related to the activity’s deployment.
Request the company to produce actual data on their reality, chiefly related to its truck fleet
(speeds, distances covered, fuel consumption and costs), in order to sketch real problems to
be tackled in context.
If possible, send information on Patinter’s Environmental Certification, e.g. on the measures
enforced to reduce CO₂ emissions.
Request the sending of photos and video clips taken by truck drivers on their routes, when
passing by mountains (bends and cracks), e.g. the Pyrenees, the Alps and the English Channel.

EQUIPMENT
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6 tablets featuring the Student’s Guide on Google Forms
Reflective vests
Participation certificates produced by Patinter
Tree (Pyrenean oak) to plant

7th Grade
TEACHER’S GUIDE

Introduction to the activity
Students are welcomed by Patinter’s team at the premises and are forwarded to a conference room.
An introductory video clip about the company is screened (including its history, business activity,
operations and logistics). The process of Environmental Certification is addressed, in relation to
CO₂ emissions. Afterwards, class is divided into two large groups and tablets featuring the activity
guidelines (see Student’s Guide) in digital format are distributed.
Both groups cover different sites at the company, listening to the employees’ explanations about
issues pertaining the company on each site; and solving Student’s Guide questions as they go along.

Development of the activity
Groups split up and stroll through the different prescribed stopping points, catered for by a
company employee and the teachers.

Stopping Point 1 – A truck driver’s journey
t this point, a Patinter worker presents “A truck driver’s journey”, featuring some facts about
a route completed by a company’s driver to England, emphasizing data from the truck fleet’s
management platform; technological equipment used in truck monitoring; software in use to
record actual information on Patinter’s fleet management platform; and about each truck going
out (especially the spent fuel). Also, the landscape pictures (see pictures on Appendix 1), among
other relevant topics.
Students are engaged in a debate about the importance of software-collected data to the
company’s overall success.

Picture 48 - Students discussing company data
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Along the presentation, students answer the Student’s Guide questions.
The Maths teacher describes a problem related to direct proportionality, based on the described
data (e.g. fuel consumption, speed, distances covered) and asks students to answer the problem
on the guide.
Lastly, the Patinter employee responsible for Stopping Point 1 will lecture on Brexit’s economic
impact on the company. Simultaneously, he refers to the need of handling the GBP-Euro exchange
rate in some of the company’s operations. This will put into context the issues to be dealt with at
Stopping Point 2.

Stopping Point 2 – Exchange rates
Third stage of the activity has to do with exchange rates. The topic led to the sketching of a set of
mathematical problems (e.g. function of direct proportionality).
Students move to the spot where the clerk hands money to the truck drivers in order to grasp the whole
process. The issue of HGV parking lots in the UK is mentioned, in relation to the illegal emigration.
Finally, a conversation in French with a company employee is simulated.

Picture 49 - Exchange rates problem-solving

Stopping Point 3 – Tour of the ETAR
Student groups tour the Water Treatment Plant (ETAR). They are told which treatments are in
use, the compounds used for wastewater treatments in view of its reuse, the number of vehicles
and processing.
The Physics & Chemistry teacher issues a challenge related to solutions concentration, linking
water reuse with the planet’s sustainability.
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Picture 50 - Trip to Patinter’s water treatment plant (ETAR)

Stopping Point 4 – Experimental activity
After the tour of ETAR, students go back to the conference room where they first started and get to watch
an experimental activity related to the water treatment process, particularly solid waste separation.

Completion of the activity
After the estimate of a truck’s CO₂ emissions based on the data supplied by the company, a tree
(pyrenean oak) is symbolically planted to help sequestering CO₂ released by the truck.
Finally, in the classroom, students are asked to complete Student’s Guide part II. The teacher may
check the spreadsheet to enhance the problem with further questions.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES
Writing of a letter to be sent to the Municipality, simulating a Patinter plea to be bestowed with a
piece of land in which to plant the number of trees proportional to the necessary number which
would allow the mitigation of CO2 released by the truck fleet in one year.

EVIDENCE OF SKILLS AND APPRENTICESHIP DEPLOYMENT
Henceforth are presented indicators that may help teachers to find evidence of Student Profile
and Core Learning skills deployment as they were defined for this activity.
Evidence may be checked using a “Present/Absent” scale or, alternatively, by performance level
entries according to the degree of detail sought.
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Student
Profile Skills

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutinyr

Reasoning
and Problem-solving
Students pose and detail questions
to investigate upon, drawing a clear
distinction between existing knowledge
and what they wish to find out.

Work suggested as “Extension
Activity”.

They establish and perform appropriate
strategies to look upon and answer the
initial questions. They critically detail
conclusions arrived at and, if necessary,
reshape the adopted strategies..

Core Learning
To explain rock deformation (bends
and cracks), taking into account the
behaviour of materials (ductile or
fragile) and the type of forces they are
subject to, relating it with the formation
of mountain ranges.
To identify techniques used to decouple
components made of homogenous
and heterogenous mix; and effect the
separation using basic lab techniques,
selecting the appropriate materials and
communicating the outcomes.
To recognize a mathematical function in
various representations. Interpret it as a
relation between variables; and a univocal
correspondence between two sets. Use
functions to represent and describe
situations in mathematical and nonmathematical contexts;
To develop an ability for abstraction
and generalization, to understand
and string together mathematical
arguments and logical reasoning.

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

Completion of the form.

Reply to the questioning at the ETAR;
Practical activity presented by a
company worker.

Problems arising from the form’s
maths section;
Discussion of data on fuel
consumption, speed, etc., presented by
a company worker.

Table 25 - Evidence of skills and apprenticeship deployment:
A Patinter truck driver’s journey
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APPENDIX 1

Picture 51 - Route taken by
a Patinter truck driver

STUDENT’S GUIDE
Part I – Equipment used during the tour of Patinter
Examples of questions from the Student’s Guide sketched with the help of Google Forms:
Task #3 – As you’ve seen, Patinter features an ETAR on its premises. Water used for truck
washing goes through many treatments. Of the following options, underline the ones you believe
are correct.
a. container for the reception and withholding of solids from the raw effluent
b. physical separation of the effluent
c. system of physicochemical treatment by evaporation
d. system of physicochemical treatment by coagulation
d. system of physicochemical treatment by flocculation
Task #6 – As a company, Patinter has environmental concerns. In order to reduce CO₂, emissions,
it adds a substance known as Adblue to the fuel. Take a close look at the following table, featuring
data from trips taken by the tractor identified by the #1 license plate.

Adblue
Average
(l/100 km)

Adblue
Costs (€)

CO₂
Emissions ( t )

9911,04

75,56

3073,92 31,02

2,41

42,99

8,08

6,81180556 10580,91

76,43

3432,37 32,44

1,88

35,81

9,03

Average
(l/100 km)

Euro 6

141:55:00

Fuel Total
(in l)

2

Average
Speed
(in km/h)

Euro 6

Total
Distance
(in km)

Emission
Rates’
category

1

Time
(in hours)

Vehicle

Consider the information for the first January trips.
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a. On the first trip, which was the Adblue cost for each liter of fuel (determine a value around the
hundredths)?
b. Is the relation between the amounts spent in Adblue and the consumed fuel a direct
proportionality one?
1) No, because there is no constant of proportionality between the two quantities.
2) Yes, since you spend 1 cent of Adblue in each liter of fuel.

Part II - Issue under scrutiny after the tour of Patinter
Trees are living beings which play a crucial role in the sequestration of carbon dioxide and the
production of oxygen through photosynthesis. Conduct research allowing to answer the following
problem-questions:
Taking into account the data shown on the following table, determine which tree possesses a
larger capacity for carbon dioxide sequestration?

Monthly CO₂
sequestration per
tree (tCO₂/árvore/
month)

Breed

Number of trees
per acre (trees/ha)

Monthly CO₂
sequestration
(tCO₂/ha/month)

Pyrenean
oak

81

0,441666667

0,005452675

Maritime
pine

500

2,166666667

0,004333333

Stone pine

123

0,285833333

0,002323848

Cork tree

81

0,425

0,005246914

Approximately how many of the trees listed on the previous question do we need to plant to
mitigate carbon dioxide produced by a truck taking the journey planned during the tour of Patinter?
Consider that it traveled approximately 2580 km between Mangualde and the commodity delivery
site in England. Assume that trees are able to mitigate CO₂ for a period of 30 years.
Which is the appropriate area (in ha) to plant the number of trees estimated on the previous question?
Convert the estimated area above into m2.
If each of the trees previously specified costs 1,75 euros, how much is Patinter likely to spend to
procure the necessary number of trees to mitigate CO₂ emissions of 52 identical trips?
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THE TALKING WALL: FROM THE CAMBRIAN
EXPLOSION TO THE HOLOCENE EXTINCTION
ABOUT THE ACTIVITY
The activity encompasses a set of
tasks students are supposed to carry
out in the course of one school quarter.
The project is set to handle topics
related to geological eras, in tandem
with a number of subjects from the
fields of Physics & Chemistry, Maths,
the Arts, Portuguese, Technology,
among others.
Throughout the tasks, students
perfect skills in the different areas,
producing contents and materials to
be displayed and presented to the
school community in a final session.
The picture at the right exemplifies a
possible design for the “Talking wall”.

DURATION: 9
50-minute slots
CURRICULAR FRAMING

Student Profile

Core Learning

Scientific, Technical
and Technological Knowledge

Natural Sciences – Earth tells its story

Students work with the help of
materials, instruments, tools,
machinery and tech equipment,
blending technical, scientific and
socio-cultural knowledge.

To detail the principles of geological
reasoning and relative dating, recognizing its
importance to the profiling of the main stages
of the Earth’s history (geological eras);
To relate the geological environment to
health and disease prevalence in humans,
animals and plants inhabiting such
environment, beginning with local, regional
or national problem-questions;
To detail the importance of geological
knowledge to life on Earth and
sustainability.
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Critical and
Creative Thought
Students develop ideas and
creative projects meaningful to the
corresponding context, by resorting
to imagination, inventiveness,
resourcefulness and flexibility; and
are willing to take risks by imagining
beyond existing knowledge, fostering
creativity and innovation.

Physics & Chemistry –
Separation of blending’s substances
To identify appropriate techniques to
separate components of homogenous and
heterogenous mixtures, conducting the
separation by using basic lab techniques,
selecting the necessary resources and
communicating the outcomes.

Maths – Algebra (Functions)
To solve problems using equations and
functions in mathematical and nonmathematical contexts, conceiving and
applying solving strategies (including
the use of technology) and assessing the
plausibility of the results arrived at.

Table 26 - Curricular Framing:
the Talking Wall

EQUIPMENT
To the production of biodiesel:
Protocol (see Student’s Guide)
To the deployment of the several research activities:
Computers featuring internet access
To simulate fossilization:
3D printer and plastic filament
3D fossil models
Plaster
Water
Small toys to be used as objects to get “fossilized”
To create the “Talking wall”:
K-line: 2 100cm x 200 cm planks, 3 mm-thick box cutters
Scissors
Multi-colored paper stack
Stained paper for photo printings
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White Blu-tack
Aluminum tape
Spray glue
Floor and wall projectors
Makey Makey
Copper wire
Wall buttons (designed/manufactured)
QR codes
Scratch program to reproduce sound captures of the students

To videoclip production:
Background green cloth
Video camera
Film editing program
Background pictures depicting Eon and the different eras

PRIOR ACTIONS
A debate is carried out, involving the students, on the importance of biodiesel production as
an alternative to the consumption of fossil fuels (for further knowledge on the topic, one may
check sources such as the following: https://bit.ly/2XEwmVo, https://bit.ly/38Jr3u0, https://bit.
ly/3su2pFy and https://bit.ly/3oZiAZD for an insight on sustainability). Questions such as the
following are asked:
What is it made of?
How is it produced?
What is its socio-economic impact?
What are its advantages and disadvantages?
After the discussion, a lab experience consisting of producing biodiesel from used cooking oil is
carried out, according to the established protocol (see Student’s Guide).

TEACHER’S GUIDE

Introduction to the activity
The issue debated in the prior activity is to be related to the fact that fossil fuels are non-renewable
resources – since they need millions of years to form and their existing quantity on Earth will be
spent in some decades or, at best, a couple hundred years.
Afterwards, the formation process of fossil fuels (especially oil) along the geological eras is
expounded, along with the screening of the following videoclip: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YBXyfdG3vgE.
The historical and time-related detailing of oil forming may include the following data:
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70% of current oil deposits formed in the Mesozoic Era (between 252 and 66 million
years ago);
20% formed in the Cenozoic Era (65 million years ago); and
10% formed in the Paleozoic (between 541 and 252 million years ago).
This data may be supplemented by the international chronostratigraphic chart (see https://
stratigraphy.org/ICSchart/ChronostratChart2017-02PTPortuguese.pdf) and be represented on
the timeline to be produced and showcased at the end of the project.
The importance of fossils as crucial elements to the reenactment of Earth’s history is underlined, and
the concept of Geological Era introduced. Some key-examples of each historical periods are detailed.
Class is divided into 5 groups and a chronostratigraphic unit to be researched is ascribed to each:
Precambrian, Paleozoic, Cenozoic, Mosozoic and Holocene. Students are briefed that the work
groups are to keep their original formations throughout the school quarter for every task carried out.

Development of the activity
Throughout the whole quarter, students perform a number of tasks to detail the topic, following
the order set above, under a student-centered work logic supervised by several teachers (Natural
Sciences, Biology, Physics & Chemistry, Maths, Information and Communication Technologies)
– who provide all necessary equipment to the pursuit of the activity (computers, supplies to the
experimental activity, videoclip production, etc.).

Task #1 – Research of information on each assigned topic (Eon/Era/Age)
Every group surveys, selects and discusses relevant information about each assigned topic with
the help of computers and the internet, textbooks, among other relevant sources. As an auxiliary
tool, a Guidelines Script (Student’s Guide) is handed out. Teachers supervise work-in-progress
by each group, supporting students in clarifying doubts, question posing, detailing and providing
research suggestions.
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Picture 52 - Students researching
and selecting information

The task is terminated after validation of every research output, relevant information selection
and its wording, and text elaboration, as well as the pictures to be used in producing the timeline.

Task #2 – Fossilization process simulation – Plaster
In order to look into the importance of fossils to get to learn more about the planet’s history, an
experimental practical activity is conducted, according to the Student’s Guide.
During the activity, the concept of fossilization is examined and linked to the forming of sedimentary
rocks. The notion is then articulated with information from the textbook.
Works produced by the students will be showcased on the “Talking wall” and used by the students
to detail fossilization processes during the presentation of the timeline.

Task #3 – Fossils observation and 3D printing
After the completion of Task #2, and the necessary time for the “fossilized” object to reach its final
form, students will perform the processing of their works (“open up the cup/plaster”) to check the
outcomes.
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Picture 53 - Outcomes of the practical activity

Features and dating of fossils pertaining to the stratigraphic units assigned to each group are discussed.
Students research and select fossils for 3D printing, using sources for open licensing 3D models
(for instance, https://morphosource.org/).
Finally, students carry out the 3D printing of one sample per group (for example, print a trilobite:
https://morphsource.org/catalog/media?utf8=%E2%9C%93&search_field=all_fields&q=trilobite).

Task #4 – Formative assessment
In order to assess different learnings and validate information to be used on the timeline, groups
are asked to complete the activity on the Student’s Guide. Students complete the task in groups
and afterwards the teacher compares answers in large group.
Sentences to be included in the timeline dashboard which will constitute the “Talking wall” stem
from this task.

Task #5 – Videoclip production
With the texts written by each group (activity proposed at #1 and validated on the previous task)
in hand, students set up recording of the group presentation on the ascribed topic. The videoclip
must address all relevant information on the topic. The information will eventually be forwarded,
autonomously, by the “Talking wall”, i.e. it will be screened/played each time someone selects that
option on a device near the wall.
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Every student must engage in the final videoclip production, presenting a parcel of the collected
information, as well as the clip’s design (with the help of an edition program – e.g. Adobe Premiere
Pro – to edit pictures, link images and carry out the final editing).
The teacher must supervise recordings and direct students in order to guarantee the final product’s
overall quality (sound, image, information relevance, communication style, sequence, and soon);
besides helping with the planning.

Task #6 – Collage and installation of the timeline onto a wall
Since Makey is a key part of this activity, it is suggested all students should actively involve in the
timeline’s setup and the installing of all materials on the preset wall.

Picture 54 - “Making of” of the “Talking Wall”

Thus, some base materials and necessary tasks to the manufacturing of the timeline are pointed out:
Crop k-line
Print and glue together pictures, words and sentences
Stick the aluminum tape onto the wall for electrical conduction when using Makey Makey
Connect Makey Makey to a laptop featuring Scratch. The Scratch file may be designed by
the teacher using audio clips from the tape recordings filmed by the students. The clips
are then to be automatically played whenever the control buttons placed on the “Talking
wall” are triggered.
Set an interactive floor projector, connected to a laptop featuring Scratch. The Scratch file
may be designed by the teacher from the tape recordings filmed by the students. Clips are
then automatically played as far as the interaction with the projector allows it to happen.
Print QR Codes to be attached near each topic examined by the different groups,
featuring written information (key dates, major events, among others).
3D printings and fossils simulation: showcase by the wall the different materials worked
upon by the groups.
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To visualize a final product sample of the “Talking wall”, check right-hand picture on the entry
“About the activity”, above.
It is paramount that, after picking the wall, the scale of the timeline panel is determined. The
suggested wall is 5 meters-long and should have two presentation levels (check right-hand
Picture on the entry “About the activity”, above).

Picture 55 -Calculations of the scale
to be used on the wall

Completion of the activity
Task #7 – Presentation of the “Talking wall”
The end point of the project revolves around the public presentation of the “Talking wall” by the
students to various audiences:
Same-year schoolmates
Lower grades’ schoolmates
Differents school years and scientific fields’ teachers
Guardians and the school community
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Picture 56 - Presentation of the
“Talking Wall” to the school community

Each group shows its work in different forms (images, text, words) on the wall.

EVIDENCE OF SKILLS AND APPRENTICESHIP DEPLOYMENT
Henceforth are presented indicators that may help teachers to find evidence of Student Profile
and Core Learning skills deployment as they were defined for this activity.
Evidence may be checked using a “Present/Absent” scale or, alternatively, by performance level
entries according to the degree of detail sought.

Student
Profile Skills

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

Scientific, Technical
and Technological Knowledge
Students work with the help of
materials, instruments, tools,
machinery and tech equipment,
blending technical, scientific and sociocultural knowledge.

Tasks 2, 5 and 6
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Critical and
Creative Thought
Students develop ideas and
creative projects meaningful to the
corresponding context, by resorting
to imagination, inventiveness,
resourcefulness and flexibility; and
are willing to take risks by imagining
beyond existing knowledge, fostering
creativity and innovation.

Core Learning

Task 6

Student action /
Moment of observation /
Document under scrutiny

To detail the principles of geological
reasoning and relative dating,
recognizing its importance to the
profiling of the main stages of the
Earth’s history (geological eras);
To relate the geological environment
to health and disease prevalence in
humans, animals and plants inhabiting
such environment, beginning with local,
regional or national problem-questions;

Task 7

To detail the importance of
geological knowledge to life on
Earth and sustainability.

Task 7

To identify appropriate techniques
to separate components of
homogenous and heterogenous
mixtures, conducting the separation
by using basic lab techniques,
selecting the necessary resources and
communicating the outcomes.

Task 2

To solve problems using equations and
functions in mathematical and nonmathematical contexts, conceiving and
applying solving strategies (including
the use of technology) and assessing
the plausibility of the results arrived at.

Task 6

Table 27 - Evidence of skills and
apprenticeship deployment: the Talking Wall
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STUDENT’S GUIDE
Protocol for biodiesel production from used cooking oil
Introduction
Although they are considered non-hazardous waste, cooking oils dumped on the drainage
networks obstruct grease filters existing at ETARs and thus become an obstacle to their
proper functioning.
However, cooking oil reuse allows for:
The obtainment of a by-product which, when mixed with diesel, can be used as
automobile fuel – biodiesel;
The direct use of biodiesel as a fuel for diesel engines;
The manufacturing of soap;
A decrease in oil products’ imports;
A decrease in the emission of particles from diesel engine motor vehicles.

Materials and Reagents
Coffee filter
Used cooking oil
Methanol
Sodium Hydroxide
Vinegar

Procedure
Filtering of the used oil

Warm up around 250 ml of used cooking oil at a 40ºC temperature.
Filter the warm oil using a coffee filter.
Warm up around 200 ml of filtered oil at a 110ºC temperature, to release water.
Allow the oil to cool down to a safe handling temperature.
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Biodiesel preparation

Gauge 200 ml of filtered oil using a beaker.
Weigh 5g of sodium hydroxide for each liter of oil.
Gauge 300 ml of methanol for each liter of oil using the beaker.
Add the methanol to the sodium hydroxide until it completely dissolved; cover it all afterwards.
Boil the cooking oil up to 54-58ºC, add the sodium methoxide to the heated oil and stir the
mixture for 40 minutes.
Allow it to stand for a day and separate by decanting using a separating funnel.

Cleansing of the biodiesel

Measure the biodiesel’s pH.
If the pH is higher than 7, add some drops of vinegar (vinegar contains acetic acid) to the
cleansing water.
Add water (and vinegar, if necessary) to the biodiesel – around 30% of the amount of oil used
– and stir.
Allow it to stand for a day and separate.
Repeat the cleansing process to obtain a limpid product.

ORIENTATION GUIDE REGARDING GROUP WORK ON ERAS, EON AND AGES
The following guidelines are meant as a basis for the development of your group work –
which will culminate with the completion of a timeline panel, to scale, on a wall at school.
Each group must gather information from various sources (books, textbooks, internet) on
each ascribed Era, Eon or Age, highlighting aspects such as:
Major events;
Representative species;
Event which marked the end of the Era, Eon or Age;
Identification of fossils to be found in each Era, Eon or Age.
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The group assigned to work on the Holocene may check the following information sources to
write about current times:
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/radical-conservation/2015/oct/20/thefour-horsemen-of-the-sixth-mass-extinction
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/nov/03/stop-biodiversity-loss-orwe-could-face-our-own-extinction-warns-un
https://www.dn.pt/vida-e-futuro/interior/perda-da-biodiversidade-pode-levar-aextincao-da-especie-humana-10127224.html
https: //www.publico.pt /2019/05/28/p3/noticia/malasia-morreu- o -ultimo rinocerente-de-samatra-macho-1874410?fbclid=IwAR2Ug8Qy6dhwgcnOS_6EVnEMZOaLaXx57hWlCrSSGttr_-Gs0bD9F8KozU
This group should also come up with 4/5 sentences which will be the basis for text bubbles to
be used as a background to photo records on display the day of presentation of the “Talking
wall”. They must feature short sentences/keywords related to the sustainable development of
our planet, e.g. “To think about the future of the planet is to act now!”. This group must focus
on the challenges the planet is facing and the current perils.
All groups must

Select and gather illustrative pictures, referencing their sources;
Put up sentences (two lines maximum) to post on the timeline panel-to-be;
Put up short texts to be used as “guidelines” to the video recordings to be made.

Simulation of the fossilization process
As you should know, fossils are remains of living beings or records of their activity, preserved
in different materials. Preservation occurs mainly in rocks, but may also take place in sediment
at the bottom of the sea and lakes, on ice, resin, etc.; the most common examples are bones,
plants, shells, eggs and fossilized footprints. Once these decompose and become rapidly
destroyed, preservation of organic matter and sensitive skeleton remains require uncommon
fossilization circumstances, occurring very rarely.

Adapted from https://pt.wikipedia.org/wiki/F%C3%B3ssil
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On this activity, you will emulate the fossilization process via two different procedures, using
various materials:
Plaster

Rod

Water

Squirt

Plastic wrap

Tray

Dry foliage or sand

Calcium carbonate (to emulate a rock)

An object (for instance, an animal-shaped
toy fitting the cup/container)

Chisel

Container (plastic cup)

Hammer

Each group member must actively participate in the completion of practical tasks.

Practical task #1

Tag the cups
Pour the water
Pour the plaster
Stir with the help of the rod
Wrap the object in plastic wrap
Insert the object in the cup until it is completely submerged
Wait for the time needed to the water to evaporate
Note: Wrapping the object in plastic wrap will help to its removal in the second stage of the activity.
Forecast
What do you think will happen when the object is removed?

After a week, remove the object by carefully splitting the plaster in two (thus causing lesser
damage to the print).
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Closure
Which conclusions can you draw from what you have observed in this practical task?

Practical task #2
Adequately mix water with the plaster/modeling clay
Shape a mold the same size as the object’s
Wrap the object in plastic wrap
Pounce the object
Which conclusions can you draw from what you observed in the practical task?

Activity on the major events in the Earth’s history since its formation
Take a careful look at the following historical events/happenings; using the table shown at
question 1.1, relate the events with the corresponding moment in history.

A) The ozone layer is
formed on Earth

B) The Solar System
is formed

C) The number of species
increases rapidly

D) Concentration of
oxygen in the atmosphere
skyrockets

E) 8 planets, including the
Earth, are formed

F) Amphibia colonize
several habitats

G) Unicellular life spreads
through the Earth

H) The oceans are formed

I) The supercontinent
Pangea is formed

J) Unicellular life arises

K) Multicellular life arises

L) The supercontinent
Pangea splits up

M) Photosynthesis begins

N) The mass extinction

O) The first dinosaurs
crop up
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P) Microorganisms start
using oxygen

Q) The Greenhouse Effect
leads to the Earth’s warming
and the corresponding thaw

R) The Dinosaurs’ rule

S) Different hominid
species coexist

T) Modern plants and
animals appear

U) The end of
the dinosaurs

V) Homo Sapiens
rules the Earth

W) Homo Sapiens emerges

X) Hominids use
stone tools

Y) Hominids walk upright

Z) The era of
mammals starts

Record the historical events/happenings previously listed on the corresponding space

Historical Events/Happenings

Eon

Precambrian

Paleozoic

Era

Cenozoic

Mesozoic

Age
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